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INSIDE

ONE AND DONE: GOVERNOR MATT BLUNT PULLS OUT OF RE-ELEaION RACE

WELLNESS CENTER

South Campus
dining hall opens

'I will not seek'asecond term'

Makeover
for Mark
Twain in
the works

South Campus expanded
its dining hours and added

a new eatery lor students,

By

faculty and staff.

Quick Read

JUSTI MONTAC UE

Copy&liJor

See NEWS, page 3

'Cloverlield': Not your
typical monster flick

GOY. Matt Blunt announced Tuesday that he woukt not seek a second term of office. Blunt has served as governor of Missouri since

November 2004.

Matt Blunt announced Tuesday,
Jan. 22 that he will nol be seeking a
second lenn as Missouri's governor.
Before running for governor of
Missouri, Blunt served as Missouri's
37th Secretary of State, represented
the 139th legislative district Greene
County in the Missouri House of Representativ~ and served in the Navy
in Operation Enduring Freedom, the
United States' response to the Sept. II
attacks.
Today, Blunt serves as lieutenant
commander in the United States Naval Reserve.
Matt Blunt was elected Missouri's
54th governor on Nov. 2, 2004 with
the support of 101 out of I 14 counties.
He ran on a platfonn which iovolved:

Matt Blunt was elected Missouri's 54th
governor on Nov. 2, 2004. During
his term, Blunt signed 58389 into

law, giving funds to Benton-Stadler
renovations and increased availabiity
of Bright Flight scholarships to
Missouri students.

B y JEREM Y TR tCE

making education the state's top budge! priority; strengthening Missouri's
economy and entreprencurial climate
and creating family supporting jobs,
expanding access to high quality, affordable health care; and ' helping
families, fanTIs , and small businesses
by holding the line on j ob-killing tax
increases.

See MAn BLUNT, page 3

Michael Stahl-David stars
as Rob Hawkins, the hero
in director Matt Reeves'

'Cloverfietd,'
See A&E, page 6

THE MUSE OF MEXICO PRESENTS. •

•

Lay the smackdown
Check out The Currenrs
review of the new video
game, 'VIfINE Smackdown
vs. RAW 2008.'
See A&E, page 7

SlaffWriler

Talks are in motion to possibly
develop a new fitness and wellness facility in the Mark Twain
building.
Athletics Director 101m Garvilla says he wants "a facility thai
wilJ meet the current needs of the
students, faculty, stafT and external members un til a separate fitness building can be buill:'
The Mark Twain building was
built in the 1970s and according
to Garvilla, "has created change
in use of space."
Garvilla's plan for the facility
would be to potentially combine
the weight room and two of the
racquetball areas for a 5,100square-foOl facility.
';Others have been -receptive
to this idea." Garvilla said. "It is
a much-needed fac il ity,"
"It 'd be great." said Matt Silver, freshman, accounting, concerning the idea of a new facility.
Garvilla said the idea of a
health and wellness fa cil ity is "financially feasible as compared to
actually building a new facility,"
but he does "envision one day
for the in-

_Hlu

rr

actuall y build
onc."
A , '
cording to
G a n !il"la,
ri ght . now
..the project isin the
conceptual
stages of
developing such a
facility."
10

Tritons split games
during homestand
On Thursday, both Triton
basketball teams beat N.
Kentucky, but both fell to
Bellarmine on Saturd ay.
See SPORTS, pa ge 8

ON THE WEB

Registration numbers low for 3N alert system

Web poll results:
How is the Highway 40
shutdown affecting your
commute?

••
•

'.

Not at all
A few minor detours

Horrible! It's the end
of the world'
My commute takes
twice as long
Highway 40 shut
down?

This week's question:
Do you plan to vote on
'Super Tuesday'?
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Quick Read

By SARAH O ' BRIEN
Nerl'SEdilor

While the number of students,
faculty and staff in the University of
Missouri system initially registering
for the new emergency alert system
was low, UM-St. Louis is slowly trying to get caught up.
"We started late asking faculty,
but we are pretty much caught up to
the other campuses," Bob Samples,
director of University communications, said.
'
The UM system recently employed a vendor fo r a eampuswide
notification system as o ne way to
notify faculty, staff and students of
emergency situations occurring on
their campus.
3N was employed by the UMsystem lasl semester to encourage
quicker notificatioD in tbe event of a
"serious" emergency o'n campus.
"We can reach people by email,
office phones and we have sound
systems on police vehicles," Samples
said, as means of Ilotifying the campus of dangerous situations. "That
has tended to be what we've done to
date:'
Samples said the 3N emergency
notification ability to reach the cell
pbones of enrolled students, faculty
and staff through an automatic message or pllone call would be an ad-

ditional advantage in states of emer- gram is voltmtary, and the infonnagency on campus.
tion will be used only in the most seOnly 10-15 percent of faculty and staff
"Currently we' ve sent outan email rious of emergency silllations.
at each UM campus has signed up to
''Not a severe emerge ncy is a wato faculty and staff where they can go
receive emergency alerts from 3N.
on to a UM system Web site and put te r main break that closed down a
up their cell phone or text message building." Samples said. "Tornadoes
number," Samples said.
touching down close to campus may
The initial emll:il was sent out be- be a situation in which notification is
fore w-inter break. Samples said an- sent.'·
other email would follow after fae"We will be sending out more
ulty and staff had settled into the new emails which ha\'e a direct link to
semester.
sign up for the program. People can
The program has had low registra- volunteer to participate or not particition numbers systemwide. Samples pate," he said.
said faculty and staff registration at
"This is just one tool," Samples
each campus is at about 10 to 15 per- said. o;This is not the only thing that
cent.
we do, and it will only be used as
"We bave not reached out to thc examples during a tornado or where
students yet because 3N is setting up . there is imminent danger, not for
a Web site where the students can go operational things. Vic want
and directly put it into the 3N data- to stress that we will not
base," Samples said. He added that overuse that list because
the Web site would be up sometime sometimes people are
this semester. .
leery to give out
UM-S\. Louis is the only campus personal inforwhere srudents do not have access !o mation,"
the Peoplesoft program, which makes
it difficult for UM-S!. Louis students
to register, thus requiring 3N to create
The UM system
the separate site.
hired 3N as the
"Other campuses already have imcompany to help provide
plemented that." Samples said. The
emergency alerts through
prografn ''will not be implemented
text messages to students,
until later this spring, once this hapI faculty and staff who sign up
pens students can access a UM systo receive the messages.
tem websi te for 3N," he said.
The registration for the 3N pro-

Quick Read
The Ath!etia.
Departmenl
is considering
creating a wellness
and fitness center
inside the walls of
the Mark Twain
complex.

bel ieve
that such
a
faci lilY would
playa role
in enrollment mallagemcnt,
community relations and enhance
athletic success," Garvilla said.
Garvilla's current issues with
the lower floor of the facil ity III
present need are a lack of membership appeal and marketability,
inefficient use of space. supen'ision concernS, antiquatct.l equipment and bealth and safety concerns.
Health and safety concerns are
what Garvilla said is "a lack of
supervision in the Mark Twai n
weight room and occasional
student worker supervision."
Gan'illa wishes to "eliminale liability by hiring a ftllltime supervisor to this new fac ility."
Inefficient use of space relates
to what Garvilla said is, "the de~
cline in the use of the racquetball
areas."
Concerning the equipment,
Garvilla says that "slightly 50
percem of the equipmem in the
weight room is over 15 years o ld"
and that he "wants a facility with
state of the art equipment."
Comparing
the
workout
equipment that other uni versities
have, Mizzou's Yecke! Training
Cemer in their Atllietic Training
Complex has 15,000 square feet
of space for athletes to train in,
along with a 4,OOO-SqI.lHc-fool
turf-covered balcony.

SeI;o WELLNESS.
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CartoonsIPuzzles

Members of Dance St. Louis perform in Tania Perez-Salsas Compania De Danza, which opened at the Touhill in the Anheuse.... Busch
theater on Fr;iday, The perfonnance, inspired by Alessandro Baricco's Oceano M are, is about the nature of femininity,

John Garvilla
AJbIetia Dim/or

11

Stay Current
with this
week's weather

Monday

Q

HilLow: 62148
Precip:
40%

Tuesday

Q

HiIlow: 52/20
Precip:
30%

Wednesday
HilLow: 39125
Precip:
10%

Thursday
. Hi/t ow: 37127
"Precip:
30%

Friday

Q

HilLow: 32120
Precip:
40 %

Sahrrday
HilLow: 43/26
Precip:
10%

Sunday

0

HilLow: 4;4131
Precip:
10%

Weather predictions
taken from NOAA
national weather
system.
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WORTHY CAUSE DRAWS TRITONS

CAMPUS
CRIMELINE

,
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FRIDAY, JAN. 25
STtAlING OVE!! $500. UNIVERSITY
MEADOWS
Victim slated person(s) unknown, made surreptitious entry to her room in the Uni versity

Meadows Apartment Complex,
and removed a lock box, containing c hecks and credit cards. There
are no current suspects in this incident
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current suspects in this incident.
The UM-SI. LOllis Police De-

partment is open 24 hours a day.
/fYOII see anyone Ihatlooks suspiciolls or our of place yOIi (lrc en-

,
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couraged 10 call1he UM-SI. Louis
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Remember f!Jat crime prevenlion is a community eIforl. and
allyone having information concerning these or any other incidents should contact the campus
police.
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' 94~

Anika Barnes takes blood from Samantha Conforti, junior, secondary education and English, on Jan. 22 in the MSC Century Rooms .

Advertising Representativl!s
Amanda Ward

Current

"What's Current is a free service for an student organizations and Campus departments. Deadline
for submissions is 5 p.m. the Thursday before publication. Space consideration is given to student
organizations and is on a first-come, fitst-served basis. We suggest all postings be submitted at least
one week prior to the event. Email event listings to thecurrent@umsLedu.
H

Got a tip lor a story or photo opportunity7
a correction to report7 00 you have a
question or comment for our staR? Are you
interested in working atThe Curr&lt? Please
contact us:
Ha~

Your weekly calendar of campus events

MONDAY, JAN. 28
Chemistry Colloquium

COIlTACTUS ' - -

AU listing s use 516 prefixes unless otherwise indicated.

Well ness Outreach

Jennifer S. Laurence, assistant professor of phannaceutical
chemistry at the University of
Kansas-Lawrence, will discuss
"Investigating the relationship
between the structure of the
phosphatase of rcgcnerating liver PRL-I --and Its redox: modula~
. tion,~ at 4 p.m. in <f51"""Benton.

--I

Monday Noon Series

!

Mike Miller, assistant professor of alt at the University of illinois. Springfield. will discuss
"Pattern Interference: Digital
Media and the Visual Arts" at
12: 15 p.m. in the SOA Chamber,
~'Iillenllium Student Center. The
event is ITee.

Advertising
Business

. Health. Wellness. and Coun·
seling Services will be having·
an outreach to raise awareness
about HPY and Gardasil. Event
held in the Nosh ·from 10 a.m.
until 2 p.m.

Fax

Mall

Sl Louis Symphony
The Saint Louis -Symphony
Orchestra will perform a con·
cert,
·'Discover Messiaen's
TurangaJila Symphony;' at 7:30
p.m., in the Touhill Performing
Arts Center. Tickets are S35SII , UM-St. Louis stud.!nt and
employee discount available. go
. to http://v.·ww.touhill.orgl.

,
!

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 30

I

388 MSC
One Unive~ity Blvd.
St
063121

rot

LEmRS TO TIlE EDfTOil lene~

i
i The Pilot House will host Sigma Pi's
i from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m.

~

Bills, Bills, Bills
Come learn how to get you
and your vendor paid. 1-2 p.m.
in the SOA chambers. Cal.l Student Life, 5921 , for more info.

THURSDAY, JAN. 31

Halo Event
Come play Halo on the big
projector screen in the Pilot
House. The game will be played
on XBox 360s from 11 a.m.
until 2 p.m. For more infonnation go to hnp:I/"""",'w.umsJ.
eduJ-sigmapi .

The Talk Sex with Sue Johanson Tour stops at UMSL at
8 p.m. in JC Penney Building
room ! 0 I . Get all the answers
you have ever wanted to know
about sex . For more information
call 553 !.

Colloquium

StudyAbroad

Ski Trip Deadline

"Sequential and Para!lel Algorithms for Some Problems on
Trees" by Raymond Greenlaw,
professor of computer science
at Annstrong Atlantic State University in Savannah, Ga. 3 p.m.
in room 302 Computer Center
Building. For more information
caU 6355.

All students considering
study abroad for a semester or
academic year should attend an
infonnation session as a first
step. Application deadline for
summer and fall programs is
Feb. 22. The sessio[ls will be
held from 12:30 p.m. to U5
p.m. in the 261 MSC.

Jan. 31 is the SIGN·UP
DEADLINE for Campus Rec's
HIDDEN VALLEY SKI TRIP
scheduled for Friday, Feb. 8, 5
p.m.-midnight. Cost- S20/student S30/faculty/staff Registration fee includes lift tickets, ski
or snowboard rental,· onc-hour
ski lesson, and transportation.
Call 5326.

Tbe caption for the photo with
the MLK contest winning essay,
''The Freedom to Dream" incorrectly
named the speaker as Hilary O. Shelton. The person pictured is actually
Charles Piller.

314·516--6810
314·516·6811

hnpJfw'y,tv,t.thecurrentooline.com

This infonnation session
will cover the types of programs
available, scholarships and financial aid, earning academic
credit, application procedures,
and much more. 3:30 p.m. until
4:15p.m. inroom261 MSC. f or
more infonnation call 6497.

The Current regrets Ihal sometimes in aliI" making of Ihis publicalion, we make mislakes. To reparl
allY corrections Ihal need 10 be made,
please contact The Currenl al 3 I 4516-5 I 74 or by email at thecurrem@
IIm~·I.edu.
•
In the Jan. 21 issue of The Current (he following corrections need /0
be made:

I 31 4-516·5316

I
I

'l:h(~u

StudyAbroad Session

CORRECTIONS

314·516-5174

ON TIlE WEB

-

If you are ready to enter pub·
lic life, attend this workshop-50
percent of the candidates who
have attended have gone on to
win their elections. Topics include developing a winning
campaign plan and budget, tar·
geting likely voters, fund-raising, getting voters to the polls,
and public speaking. Cost: $50.
The workshop will be held from
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in 126 J.C. Penney Center.

I

Email t thecutfl!nt@umsl.edu

Pipeline to Local Office

TUESDAY, JAN. 29
Aikido Classes
Campus Rec's Aikido classes
will begin ils 8 week classes.
The classes will meet Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 12:45 p.m. until 2:1 5 p.m. $10 for students,
$25 for faculty, staff and alumni
and $35 for general public. For
more infonnation call 5326.

Newsroom

Talk Sex

XBox 360 Halo event this week. The event will be Wed. Jan. 30

FRIDAY, FEB. 1

MONDAY, FEB. 4

Myths &Facts

Black 68 Pageant

Safe Zone is sponsoring a
talk on HIV/AJDS: The Myths
& Facts. The talk will take place
from 12 p.m until I p.m. in Clark
Hal! room 211. Free to campus
and community. For more information call 5711 .

Justice System Talk
Visiting scholar Brian Johnson from University of Maryland will be discussing Judges
and prosecutors departing from
sentencing guidlines. Talk is
from 11:45 a.m. until 2:15 p.m.
in SSB 133.

1the (turrent
http://www.thecurrenton line.com

Now Hiring for Features Editor: The Features Editor receives a $50 weekly salary and is responsi ble for oversee- '
ing the features section, includ ing ensuring 4-6 ~tories are
covered in the section, w riting one story per week and
ed itin g stories.
Send a cove r letter and reSUl"De to thecurrent@umsl.edu

This is the. first event of
Black 68 week and the Associated Black Collegians wants you
to participate! Event is held from
7 p.m. until 9 p.m. al the Pilot
. House.

Nurses Celebration
The College"ofNursing presents a Celebration of AfricattAmerican Nursing History from
8 a.m. until 2:30 p.m. in the J.c.
Penney Conference Center. Join
us fo r the first event of thjs kind
For more infonnation call 5948
or visit http://nursing.ums\.edu.

to the editor should be brief. and
those not exceeding 250 words will be
given preference. We edit lenets for clarity
and length, no! for dialect. correctness,
intent or grammar. Al! lette~ must be signed
and must include a daytime phone number.
Student5 must ioclude their SludentlD
numbe~. Faculty and Slaff must include
t~eir title(s) and dep,artment(s). Editor·jn·
chief leserv~ the right to.respond to letters.
The Current reserves the right to deny
letters.

ABOIIT US
The'Current is published weel::~ on
Mondays. Advertising rates are available
upon request; terms, conditions and
reSlrictioM apply.
The Current. finaoced in part by student
activities fees. is not an oRicial publication
of UM·St. louis.
The Unive~ity is not responsible for tIM!
cantent ollhe Cuffent and/Of its policies.
Commentary and columns reflect the
opinion of the individual author.
Unsigned editorials.refle<t the opinIon
of the majority of the Editoria! Board. The
Current leqtlests the COtlrtew of at least
24·hoUI advance notice fOf all events to be
covered. Advertisements do not ne<essarily
reflect the opinion· of The Current, its staR
. members or the University.
All materials contained in each printed-and
online isstle are property of The Cwrent and
may not be reprinted, reused or reprodtJCed
without the prior. expressed arid wrinen
consent of The (urTent .
First copy is IreI'; all subsequent copies are
25 (ent5 and are available at the offices of
The Current.

AIlY!RT1SINil
Al! UM-S1. louis students. alumni, faculty '

and staR are entit!ed to free classified
advertisements of 40 words or less.
The Current also offers display
advertisements at a rate 01 $8.75 per
column inch for off campllS adverti5ef&
and S7.75 lor on campus organizations
atld departments. Vari0u5 di~ounts may
apply. To receive an advertising rail' card.
contact our advertisin9 Of business staff or
download a rate (<lrd Irom our Web site at
h~p:/fw'y,tv,t.thecurrentOfltine.com/adtates

AfIlLIATIOIIS
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South Campus opens new dininghall inthe ProHo
By S" "II.H O' BRIEN

,-----_._--_.-

Now students have the opportuni-

ty to dine in buffet style cuisine simi-

News Editor

lar to the Nosh On North Campus.
Robert Bliss, dean of the Honors

Chartwells opened the doors of
the new dining hall in the Provincial
House on South Campus at the start
of the new semester.
South Campus is home to Optometry, Nursing and the Honors Colleges where hundreds of students have
class throughout the day.
Until this semester, students' options for dining on South Campus
were slim.

College, said he is "delighted" with
the opening of the new dining hall,
which is located in the same building
where most honors courses are held.
Bliss said the kitchen was remodeled in 2003, and later, UM-Sf. Louis
marketing graduate students created
a market survey for the staff, faculty
and students from the Honors College and Residential Life.
The survey asked whether stu-

dents, faculty and staff were interested in a "catering outlet" on South
Campus.
"The survey was very well done,"

deans and directors [Children's Ceo-

casb.

fountain and other amenities.

ter, Education, Honors, Nursing, Optometry, Residential Life, and Social

Bliss said, adding that he was grate-

Curt Coonrod, vice provost of
Student Affairs and Gloria Schultz,
director of division of Auxiliary Services, headed the effort along with
Chartwells.
Planning for the facility included
types of payment, food and hours
among other issues.
CUrrently, the system does not accept debit or credit cards, but does
accept Chartwells meal plans and

"A grand lunchtime opening was
held for faculty and slaff on Friday,
Jan. II ," Bliss said.
"While I feel that this facility
should have been open before this
semester, [ am delighted tbat it has
opened now and see no point in lamenting any avoidable delays," 81iss
said, "and let's hope the wait has
been worth it."
Bliss said he believes "the food is
of good quality."
Chart""ells offers hot meals, a
soup and salad bar, as well as a soda

"Above all, the staff that Chartwells has chosen to launch {his seTvice have been hospitable, cheerful
and helpful," Bliss said.
While Bliss is disappointed in the
"actual use" of the hall, he hopes that
it will "catch on and gain custom" as
the semester moves on.
''Through enhanced collegiality,
the success of this dining hall will
underwrite the academic success of
the honors college and other South
Campus units," Bliss said. "So let's
eat, sball we?"

ful for the help of Haim Mano, associate professor of marketing.
" Bringing the catering facility to
South Campus in winter 2008 was
a cooperative effort, which began
in earnest in August and September
2007 after preliminary discussions
between Student Affairs and Chartwells," Bliss said
"It involved all the South Campus

Work] and students," Bliss said.

'CAVAFY' MYSTIFIES AT THE TOUHILL

Yannis Simonides puts on 8 solo perionnance of ·~vafy'. based on the life and work of A~xa ndrine poet Constantine P. Cavafy,
at the Touhill Friday night. His perfOl'"mance was part of the Internationat Performing Arts Series 2007-2008, sponsored by the
Center for International Studies.

SGA prepares for
Board of Curators to
discuss fee increase
nication's proposed 3.5 percent fee
increase for next year.
These fee increases will be discllssed by the Board of Curators in
The student fees that the Stu- its meeting on Thursday Jan. 31 of
dent Government Association ap- next week and decided on the next
proved in December will be up for day, Friday Feb. I.
Bryan Goers, SGA president,
approval when the UM Board of
said that unlike the past chancelCurators visits campus this week.
SGA President Bryan Goers lors, UM-St. Louis's current chaninformed the students the Board cellor Thomas F. George is "on the
of Curators would be meering on SGA's side:' meaning that the fee
campus on Thursday, Jan. 31 and increases are likely 10 be passed by
the board.
Friday, Feb. 1.
Also at the meeting, Andrew
Gary Forsee, fonner CEO of
Sprint and newly appointed system Mulcheck, junior, secondary edupresident of the LIM system, will cation and Pi Kappa Alpba membe present at the meeting as well ber, was Ilomioated for Student
Court justice. The motion to nomias the fom1er
nate Mulcheck weat unopposed
president
and be was soon after elected to the
Gordon H.
Student Court.
Lamb. Lamb.
When asked why he wantcd
currently ex10 run, Mulcheck said, " I wanted
ecutive vice
to become more involved," and
president for
added that he was "excited" to be
Forsee, will
participating in the Student Court
be receiving
this semester.
a gift at the
Board ofCuAndrew Mulched :
The meeting also included rerators meetKNt'studmlCoiJrt minders of upcoming events such
ing for bis
jll>lia as Relay for Life, Black History
Month and Sue Johanson 's "Talk
service to the
Sex~ lour on Thursday. Jan. 31.
school as system presidcnt.
The Board of Curators will vote
A brief discussion about Homefor the increase in student fees that coming was also included in the
the SGA assembly passed on Dec SGA meeting.
7. The fee increases include a ! 0Cadence Rippeto said the date
cent increase for Health Services, is set for Sept. 27 , 2008 and will
a 38-cent increase for the Millen- beheld at the Millennium Hotel in
nium Student Center, a 50-<:ent in- downtown St. Louis.
crease for Athletics and an 8-cent
The chairs for Homecoming
are Grace Marie Ritter and Katie
increase for Infrastructure.
These are in addition·to Ihe Col- Moore. Homecoming committee
lege of Am and Sciences and the applications arc due Feb. 29 at 5
College of Fine Arts and Commu- p.m.
B y J ESSICA KEI L

NEWS BRIEf
First chair of psychology
department dies
Former UM-St. Louis psychology department chainnan and psycholngy professor Alan G. Krasnoff
died Wednesday, Jan. 23 of pneumonia. He was 79-years-old and lived in
Clayton.
Krasnoff helped start the psychology department at the University.
Krasnoff worked with LIM-St.
Louis graduate students evaluating
inmatcs at local county jails. Though
be retired in 1990, he continued the
inmate evaluation project until 200 1.
Krasnoff was a veteran of World
War II , enlisting to the U.s. Anny
branch almost immediately after his
17th birthday in 1945. He served in
Korea as well.
He leaves beh.ind a large fam ily including a wife, two sons, two
daughters and eight grandchildren .
Memorial contributions may be
made to the Jewisb Food Pantry,
10950 Schuetz Road, St. Louis, Mo.
63146, or to a charity of the donor's
choice.

According to Mizzeu's athletic
Web site, "the weight room equipment will be upgraded with over
$300,000 in additions and replacements from Hammer Strength and
Life Fitness."
The Ycckcl Training Center also
have a Nutrition Oasis, where Balance Bars and Gatorade among other
items are provided.
"1 aim for a cleaner, healthier environment," Garvillll said, speaking
about this possible facility.
Benefits to this project according to Garvilla are to "improve our
health, safety and supervision concerns. expand the possibility for
revenue generated by memberships,
provide a recroiting tool more comparable to our competing institutions
and expand the possibilities for usahle space created."
"I want to give the students, faculty, and staffa facility that they can
proud of," Garvilla said.
A date has not yet been set for the
stan of this project.

_~.~!! BLuNT,jrompag~ !
While in office, Bhmt signed
the AARP Divided We Fail Health
Care Pledge, which will work in
a bipartisan way to adVOcate for
bealthcare polices for not only Mi ssourians, but for all Americans to
be provided with access to quality,
affordable bealthcare and litetime
fulancial security.
Blunt was also given the special
Drug Abuse Resistance Education
(DARE) Lion Mascot Award for
his leadership and influence in Missouri public schools to help kecp
children off drugs.
When Blunt was elected governor, Missouri's budget was $1.1
billion in the red, and the Blunt administration turned that into three
straighl surpluses without raising
taxes. In fact, taxes were cut wbile

Blunt was in office.
says he would never run for office
His budgets have delivered SI .2 just to hold a tille, but only to bring
billion to Missouri's public scbool change to government. Blunt besystem, and since 2004 , Missouri 's lieves that "virtually everything" he
record job loss has been rumed into wantcd 10 accomplish as governor
has been accomplished, and there is
almost 90.000 new jobs.
Pledging in tbe campaign and not a "sense of mission" for him to
in his inaugural address to honor ron for a second tenn.
and strengthen Missouri's values,
At the end of his lenn, Blunt
Blunt enacted pro-life legislation ; wil! have served 20 years in pubis appointing men and women with lic service, ! 0 years in tbc United
"sound values and strong creden- States Navy and 10 years in the
tials" to the state judiciary; passed state government.
According to Blunt, he would
legislation to fight the plague of
meth production; and signed bills like Missourians 10 understand that
honoring Missouri's veterans.
he is not retiring from trying to
8lwlt's campaign announced to make Missouri a bener place, but
Missourians that he will not be run- that his wife Melanie and his son
ning for reelection because "what William Branch mean the world to
we set-out to achieve four years him and he is looking forward to
ago has been accomplished." Blunt more time spent with thcm.
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Mission accomplished?
Gov. Matt Blunt: The good, the bad and the ugly
Gov. Matt Blunt announced last
week he would not seck another
term as Missouri governor citing his
reason as already accomplishing thc
mission he set out to do. The Current
has watched Blunt cany out many
things during his term.
However, after reviewing what
Blunt has done for UM-SI. Louis and
the UM system, was this really what
Blunt set out to do? Below is a short
list of his enterprises for the UM-SL
Louis campus including the good,
the bad and the ugly.
Good: Blunt recently visited campus in December, announcing his
plan to increase funding for higher
education in Missouri.
Good: Ln May 2007, Blunt signed
l into law Senate Bi1l389, promising
overdue funding for renovations in
science classrooms and labs in Benton-Stadler Hall.
Good Yet Bad: Hidden io the laoguage of SB389 was a cap placed on
tuition and student fees to the rate of
inflation and the Consumer Price Index. This may secm good, but the cap
could potentially hurt departments
like Athletics and Health Services.
causing them to look for money elsewherc. The limit on fee increases
may also posc potentia! problems
like less health care that the University can provide. Limiting student fee
increases also means less money to

be distributed across the board to student organizations.
Bad: Blunt originally planned
about a third of the MOHElA loan
sale money (S350 in studcnt loan assets, including $85 million for a life
science building at UM-Columbia)
to be put toward the UM-Colwnbia
campus.
Good: The Missouri legislature
decided to override Blunt's suggestion for how the money from the
MOHELA sale would be allocated
hy cutting Mizzou about $50 million
and giving the UM-St. Louis campus
more funding to allow for the construction of an information technology incubator.
Good: Blunt helped increa:;e students' chances for eaming Bright
Fl igbt scholarships, lowering the n:quirements so more students could
be eligible to receive financi al aid to
assist paying for college.
Good: B1Wlt made sure procedures were in place at Missouri
universities to step up security and
decrease the chances of Irngcdics
happening like the Virginia Tech incident, including l\."'COmmcndations
such as class-specific emcTEency
instructions printed on class syllabi.
monitoring disciplinary records of
transfer student:>" instolling locks on

the inside of classroom doors and
surveillance cameras.

Ugly: When Maria Kerford (formerly Maria Curtis) was tbe studem
representative 10 the University of
Missouri Board of Curators, Blunt
tried 10 strip the UM-St. Louis student from her full two-year term as
student curator. Because a state statme maintains that the term of the
student curator begins and ends in
Jaouary and Kerford began in Juty.
Blunt tried to correct the timing of
the term hy shonchanging Kerford in
her position.
Good: Despite this, Blunt's office
never took any action to correct the
matter and Kerford served two full
years until la~t summer when UMColumbia student Tony Luetkemeyer
took over.
Good Yct Bad: In January 2007.
BlwlI announced a S40 million increase in funding to Missouri universities. Despite this bold move (any
extra money for UM-St Louis is a
good thing), the increase still does
not bring UM-St. Louis to the funding levels that it received in state appropriations in 2000.
For the most part, UM-St Lows
benefited from BIWlt's actions as
governor. While The Current concedes that the governor cannot always please everybody, wns favoring
certain sc.hoo/$ over anof!lerrellJly an
intention of B'lunt for bts mission for
Missouri?

Maybe your past
If you saw an
bas been ridden with
unanendcd bunting
people wbo did not
pile of leaves on fire
seem to care when
at a house where
one of the above situyou did not k.now
ations happened to
the
occupants,
would you stop or
you.
Maybe you are
just drive by?
scared to get involved
If you are walkfor safety reasons or
ing down the hallbecause you do nOI
way and somebody
know the person inwho you do not
By P AUL H ACII:BARTH
volved and how they
know drops a cell
Edilor.in·Cbit!
might react.
phone in front of
Maybe you think
you and does not
notice, would you say anything or that it will not affect you, and you
keep on walking?
may he rig.ht.
However, for every reason not to
If you see somebody breaking into
a car whose owner you most likely do something, there is a reason to do
do oot Icoow in one of the parking that random act of kindness.
While you may nOI feel like a
garages. would you call the police or
ignore the perpetrator'?
bero, the people whose life or house
Think about your answer care- or prized possession that you might
fully because what you would ideally end up saving will think you arc.
do and what you would actually do
After doiog something good for
somebody else., you might get that
are probably different.
We all hear stories like these and tingling feeling of satisfaction that
we also hear those stories where the you did something good.
Maybe you will simply do it for
random stranger rescues a child from
a burning building or maybe saves karma reasons. What goes around
another person from being run over comes around You know that you
would want someone to do the same
by a car.
When Richard Middleton, politi- for you in that situation.
cal science professor at UM-St. LouMaybe you will even be rewarded
is, saved a bouse from burning earlier for your efforts.
this month, his instinct was to help
After taking several classes on
and be did not even consider any al - foreign culture and the rest of the
ternatives. "You sce someonc's yard world's sense of community compared to the individualistic nature
on tire. you don't even think twice."
For M,iddlctOD, that might be true. and the "me-roe-me" culture in he
For others, they probably would think U.S., it is good to know some people
twice or not even consider stopping in this country still bave a sense of
at the house to cat! the fire depart- community and a sense to look out
ment and police as an option of wbat for each other.
to do in that situation.
Apathy should not be an option in
There are always reasons not to these types of situations.
Remember that it is not so much
act. Maybe you are in a burry to be
.. soQl~~"bere I II cenain time and do doing the right thing llS if is j ust d~
not have the time to do or say any- ing something, laking some sort of
thing.
actiOD.
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WEWANTTO
HEAR FROMYOU

Single-payer is something used, not something new ..

As a forum for public
expression on campus,
The Current welcomes

letters to the editor and
commentaries

guest

from students, faculty,
staff members and others concerned with issues
relevant to the University
of MisSQuri- St. louis.

letters to the editor should be brief, and
those not exceeding 200
words will be given preference. We edit letters
for clarity and length,
not for dialed, corredness, intent or grammar.
All letters must include a
daytime phone number.
Students must include

their student 10 numbers.
Faculty and staff must
include their title(s) and
department(s). Editor-inchief reserves the right
to respond to letters. The
Current reserves the right
to deny letters.
Guest commentaries
are typically longer (generally 400-600 words)
on a specific topic of interest to readers. If you
are interested in writing
a guest commentary,
please contad The Currenrs editor-in-chief.
Letters and commentaries will also be printed
online at 'vVWW.thecurrentonline.com

CONTACT US
Mail:
One University Blvd.
Room 388 M5C
5t . LO~is, MO 63121

Email:
thecurrent@umsl.edu

With the primaries in ful! swing,
we are hearing a good deal of racket
on various issues from candidates on
both sides of the proverbial aisle.
It feels that there has been a theme
of the week pattern with each passing
debate. We bave heard about the war
in Iraq, some comical solutions to terrorism which included one time GOP
hopeful Fred Thompson expressing
bis willingness to satisfy the demands
of Islamic extremists who were as
eager to get to beaven and their 70
virgins, and even the relevance of the
faith of the candidates while in office
courtesy of Republican candidates
Huckabee and Romney.
Last week in Soutb Carolina,
healthcare and potential solutions
garnered the spotlight, particularly
among the Democratic contenders.
The candidates began to throw
around a phrase that may have struck
the ears of the electorate as something
new, namely "single payer system."
Alas, it is Dot, strictly speaking. In
fact, it is just a nicer way of dressing
up a proposal to move the U.S. bealtbcare system toward Universal Coverage.
That is not to say that there .are
oot differences between the two proposals, however, it is their striking

similarities that can still put one off
of either.
Under single-payer, the federal
government would use taxes to fund
health insurance for all Americans in
a simi lar fasbion as they do currently
for Medicare. This potentially puts
the federal government in the role of
being not only your insurance broker,
but also your adjuster.
In order to take this system and
make the jump to full blown socialized medicine, the federal governmeot
would have to take complete control
of the hospital systems in this country
aod employ the physicians directly.
Still, the latter is not a far cry from the
ioitial proposition, I think.
The single-payer is nol an absurd
notion altogether. It appears to work
with some efficacy at the micro level,
namely with Medicare and also the
Veterans Administration which follows a model much more closer to a
socialized set up in which the doctors
and hospitals are owned and funded
directly by the fcderal government.
However, at tbe macro level. significant problems arise.
First, some claim that a move toward single-payer would have the
benefit of administrative efficiency
that could ultimately push costs

By S Tu ARr

REEVES

Columnist

downward. This is a tenuous claim.
In order io put single-payer into effect
and claim this panicular victory, one
bas to wrestle away power from tbe
private insurers that currently suppon
the millioos of employer-subsidized
plans that exist.
One possible solution to this is
to use a pool model similar to what
is used for flood insurance for homeowners or catas1rophic event coverage for the airline industry. Under
these plans, money is contributed to
a large pool from which these parties
can make claims, however, the administrative duties are contracted out
to private insurance companies.

Former North Carolina Senator
John Edwards actually had a pearl of
wisdom I was surprised to agree wilh:
give Americans the option to either
purchase their insurance privately
or through the single-payer system.
However, this exposes a second concern, namely the need to maintain private coverage in spite of a potential
single-payer system.
Most Republicans and severa! conservative Democrats have long said
putting the government in charge of
managing heahhcare opens the door
for them to set price and determine
coverage to such a degree tbat it will
stifle free market instruments, cripple
research and generally have a 'negative affect on quality of care.
In Canada, which currently has a
single-payer system, its citizens are
urged to purchase supplementary
health insurance to cover those conditions, maladies and other circwostances that would arise and oot be
covered under a federal plan.
This signals to me that once we
have single-payer in place, we will
simply have a redressing of the problem allover again. While a larger segment of tbe general population will
have access to rudimentary bealthcare, such as preventative medicine

and emergency care, above a certain
point, we are back at square one with
that same newly insured segment oot
having access to other critical care
items due to expense.
SiDce there is no way of knowing
what the market effect will be 00 lhe
cost of such supplemental insurance,
it is utterly irresponsible to rely on it
to cover any potential gap in coverage
or care.
So tbere you have it, folks. We can
use single-payer to service the healthcare needs of very specific and vulnerable segments of our population, such
as minors, the elderly and veterans,
and perhaps we even have a duty to
do so. However, this system is far too
problematic for the general public.
The beauty of the employer-subsidized model is that it forces husinesses to recognize the inherent wonh in
lheir workforce and the need to maintain their physical we!l-being in order
to perfonn their jobs and thus stimulate the growth of that enterprise.
Moreover, there is nothing novel in
the single-payer set up. The concerns
that have never been adequately addressed in previous universal proposals still arise under the single-payer
setup, making it literally just a rose by
another name.

UNDERCURRENT
By Danny Reise · Asst. Photo Editor

Where is the best
place to park on
campus'?
Wha t do yo u think? Send your own response
to thecurrent@umsl.edu or talk about it in OUf
online forums at www.thecurrentonline.com

Jeff Grossma n
Junior
Communication

Ja ne ll e Bra ds haw
Junior
Biology

Ja m e s Akers
Senior
History Education

Ka ran Pujji
Junior
Finance

Peter Ha ntack
Junior
Education

-The shuttle is the best
way to go, when there's
room to sit down, that is. ~

- t like to park in the West
garage, but it is never
open ."

- For $270 I should get
to park in the MSC.
Preferably near the
escalators. -

- Right in front of the
pond by the Bridge.~

"'At the Mark Twain
Center.-

.,
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Out of Africa·

McCaskill: Obama's latest fan

Clintons, Cape Town
and campus life

Perhaps you have seen the TV
spots. Claire McCaskill recently '
added herself to Barack Ohama's .
impressive and ever-&:Owing list of
supporters.
On the surface, McCaskill's endorsement comes as a pleasant surprise. It is nice to see someone take
a side in the increasingly bitter Hilary-Obama rivalry.
Between the lines, there are some
B y CHRIS STEWART
crucial connotations of McCaskill's
...- - - '-.-.*.*-,,-."",--_ ... _,,--'---"pledged support. While nobody
StaffVlriter
is saying it out loud, McCaskill's
endorsement is a hig boost for DemOcratic Party.
Having less-than-successfully
Obama's quest to win over female
Democrats. For Missouri Democrats offered John Kerry . in the hopes
conflicted over whom they suppon, of "changing things" in 2004, the
McCaskill 's endorsement may very 'Democratic Party clearly needs to
' well be a deciding factor.
play things more aggressively this
Senator McCaskill does not time around. For many peo:ple,
mince words when vouching for Obama represents the tangible presObama, calling him passionate ence of change.
Equally removed from Edwards'
and inspiring and expressing how
uninspiring monotone and Hilary's
moved she is hy his message.
No mailer what you think of suspicious closeness to the political
Ohama or McCaskill, her endorse- machine, Ohama has re!i~ on indiment is; potent simply because it is vidual support from the stan. Touta demonstration of Ooama's ability ing the faci that he receives a large
to awaken excitcment within the portion of fmancial support in small

A lot has happened here

in South Africa in the past
week.
Before moving on campus,
there was a blackout in the city
that has been long awaited. Just
the week before, Johannesburg
also suffered a huge blackout that
has many in the country afraid they
are running Qui of electricity. The
blackout in Cape Town only furthered those fears .
Nonetheless, I spent that lime
getting to know some fellow travelers. Every person I talk to asks ifHilary is going 10 win the election. The
Clintons have done a lot for this

~

gion and apparently everyone wants
her \n win. Wbeill try to explain how
our primaries work, not many people

am

understand, even the Europeans.
M far as understanding, everyone
on campus speaks Afrikaans, which
I did nol expect. Everyone speaks
English very well 100, but it definitely makes me think people arc talKing
about me if I walk pas!.

By THOMAS HELTON

Not only am I the only white

person around, but. I dress funny be-cause aU I have dODe for these first
few days is walk around in the warm
weather and go to the gym, so I have
been wallcing around in my workout
clothes: I realized this morning that
probably is DOt the best idea.
I have Dot had access to televisioo
at all and very little Internct until next
week, but J Ileard the U.S. market is
on the downhill slopes again.
It is weird not being able to talk curreot events' with people when I know
so much about it Here, I have tried to
talk to a few about the U.S. ecooomy

It was
very sad
to see. I have
cried more in
the past week and a
half than I have since
I was a baby I think. It
makes me feellike '8 baby, but some
of the things I see are truly sad and
hard to not get emotional over.
Still past that, people are generaliy nice, with some people on campus having gone out of their way to
assure I am comfortable here. I
sure they understand somewhat how
I feel here.
The weather here apparently is
always between 60 at night and 80
during the day, with wind. The campus is somewhat like Mizzou, except
with a large barbed wire fence surrounding the entire property. I have
been advised to never leave campus
alone and to try not to leave without
a car iN am with someone else.
Nighttime as well can be danger- ,
ous, even on campus, especialJy for a
wrute person. Everyone thinks I am
rich. Compared to them I am, but in
reality, I am nol.
I hope I am giving you a little insight into wbat South Africa is like.
When I have the better access to the
Internet I will be ahle to write more
often and show you some of the fascinating pictures I have taken.
Cheers from South Africa.

Columnist

I am also unsure of what I am allowed to ask about.
On the drive to campus last Thursday, which is about 30 minutes from
the city, much like UM-St. Louis, I
saw a township, or a few of them.
Unfortunately I do not have pictUfCS
this week. but you can look up South
Africa Townships on Google to see
what f have seen.
It is virtually a city or t9wn made
entirely-up of crowded little houSes
thatpeopleputtogetheroUlofgarbage.

personal donations, OOOma has
gained a lot of momentum through
word of mouth.
Obama's campaign has worked
hard to show him as a young, fresh,
natural leader who is the candidate
that is really going to finally bring
change. Boosting this image is Senator McCaski ll 's story of how she
decided to endorse Obama.
She has told how she was hesitant to speak out on the matter until
confronted to do so hy her teenage
daughter. This kind of consciencefueled support is exactly what
young democratic voters are hoping
Obama will be able to get from the
rest of the government if elected.
Senator McCaskill's message is
timely arriving with Super Tuesday
less than two weeks away.
In a close race where momentum
is everything, it is safe to say that
McCaskill's endorsement will help
Obama huild support. By adding
her voice to the ranks, Claire McCaskill is sure to sway a few people
who are distracted by the details of
the race and have forgotten how
much is at stake this year.
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MOVIE REVIEW

C'J

'Cloverfield'
brings home
video· to monster
••
movies
By CHRIS STEWART. STAFF WRITER

UPCOMING
MOVIE RELEASES
I

BE KIND REWIND
Directed by Michel Gondry,

sta rring Jack Black a nd Mas
Oef.

ere is a disaster movie

H told by the victims that
brings a few fresh things to
tile genre.
Too often a monster movie
will simply be an excuse for a
director to destroy the world
in a burst of visual decadence.
Also common to disaster movies is preaching; from the atomic
parables of 1950's GodzilJa to the
glory days of disaster flicks: the Vietnam-torn 1970's, screenwriters have
a nasty habit of bombarding the
audience with obvious metaphors.
"Cloverfield" manages to break
free of these trappings and is consistently intense and entertaining,
and yes, even a little scary.
"Cloverfield" is filmed in a low-key,
home video style and features a cast of
unknowns. The characters are far easier
to care about than the scientists ;md generals who often inhabit disaster movies.

Producer JJ. Abrams (of "Lo,f' fame)
also scores some points by not wasting too much time blowing stuff up and
avoiding altogether any political paral-

JOHN RAMBO

lels.

Directed by and starring

Sylvester Stallone.

J.J. Abrams strikes gold again

The cast of firsHimers works hard
to play it straight and sllcceeds .
Even though the thin plot and lack
of monster (which we do not get a
good look at for most of the film)
may disappoint more avid sci~fi fans, it
mercifully spares the rest of us a lot of
speeches.
The film begins with various New
York City twenty-somethings preparing
a surprise party for our hero Rob (Mi-

•

UNTRACEABLE
Directed by Gregory Hoblit,
starring Diane l ane and
Colin Hanks.

CHARLIE BARTLETT
Directed by Jon Poll, starri ng

chael Stahl-David). Hud (T. J. Miller),

Anton Yelchin and Robert
Downey Jr.

who is Rob's bwnbling-yet-lik~able best
friend, is given a camera and told to interview the partygoers.

These interviews and snippets of ~on
versations around the party allow us to
piece together a basic idea of who all is
sleeping with whom.
With this infonnation handy, we are
ready for the terror to commence. The
party is interrupted by a blackout that
happens to coincide with a loud noise.
Soon there are distant explosions, flying
bits of .flaming debris, screaming, sirens,
and indistinct glimpses of a huge, vaguely reptilian monster.
The rest of "Cloverfield," like any
good disaster flick, concerns itself with
our likeable group of victims trying to
escape. All of this is captured on film by
H'ud, who also serves as narrator.
"C1overfield" bas its flaws. After a
good deal of buildup, the revealing of
the monster itself is fairly underwhelming and anyone looking for Oscar~wor
thy depth in the dialogue is going to be
disappointed. In the end, for most people, the film's worth boils down to two
questions: Is it watchable and entertaining frO.ql start to finish and will it show
us anything new? The answer to botO of
these questions is yes,
The movie is watchable because the
effects are top-notch and the lean script
never insults the audience's intelligence.
As for showing us something new, the
film' s effective disaster atmosphere combined with outstanding sound mixing are
exciting without being mind-blowing ..
Every now and then, however, "Cloverfield" bares its teeth. One scene in
particular involving an airborne ,escape
ncar the film's end is so convincing and
intense that it alone is worth the price of
admission, and thankfully does not have
tobe, because the rest of the movie is not
half bad.

I

I

THE EYE
Directed by David Moreau

and Xavier Pal ud. starring
Jessica Alba and Parker
Posey.

OVER HER DEAD
BODY
Directed by Jeff Lowell,
starring Evan Longoria
Parker and Paul Rudd.

STRANGE
WILDERNESS
Directed by Fred Wolf,

,9

starring Steve Zahn.

FOOL'S GOLD
Directed by Andy Tennant,
starring Kate Hudson and
Matthew McConaughey.
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Three: The beginning has ended

WELCOME HOME
ROSCOE JENKINS

B y CHRIS STEWA.~___.. _

Directors Malcolm D. lee,
starring Martin LawrencE!.
and James Earl Jo nes.

StaffWrilI!T

TOP iTUNES
. DOWNLOADS
1. l ow •
Flo Rida featuring T-Pain

2. Don't Stop the Music •

Rihanna
3. With You Chris Brown

4. l ove Song -

The Delmar Restaurant and Lounge, located in the Unive rsity City
Loop at Delmar and Eastgate , is home to contemporary American
cuisine and live jazz.

Loungin' around on Delmar

Sara Bareil!es

5. Take You There -

B y STE PHA NIE S OLETA

Sean Kingston

6. Piece of Me Britney Spears
7. Apologize -

limbaland feat. OneRepuhlic
8. No One'Alicia Keys
9. Clumsy Fergie

10. Paral}'2er Finger Eleven

__

I was not sure what \0 expect
when I entered Delmar Restaurant
and Lounge. I wanted to be impressed
by the place, since it was difficult to
find a parking spot an.d I had to walk
a dislance in single-digit temperatures.
I was surprised when, upon entering,
I encountered an extremely sophisticated place.
While opting to sit in the restaurant
section (to sample some of the food),
one notices tbat the loungelbar area
was classy as well. The black and, red
motif gave the place a high-class fecI,
yet the servers were extremely friendly
and personable. Looking around, one
might note that this would be a great
place to take a date -' especiaJJy with
Valentine's Day looming just around
the comer.
I 'started oft' with a Pink Panther

- one of the many martinis offered. I
sipped it slowly, not sure what to expect and found it to taste divine - not
too strong and not 100 sweet. The
prices of the drinks were actually quile
reasonable.
However, glancing over the menu,
it was noted the prices o'f the main
dishes were not· as reasonable as the
drinks, although they were not completely outrageous. Selecting a maio
course, it was upsetting (0 find that
they did not offer a dinner salad with
their main courses (it must be purchased separntely and it is larger than
a nonnal dinner salad). A creamy pasta
dish was ordered, the Portobello ravioli with pesta cream sauce.
The restaurant'S black tables,
chairs, and booths offered a nice contrast to the red walls, and the fresh red
flowers at each table added yet another
hint of sophistication.
See DELMAR, page

fo

1lrree describes its musIc as
"dark yet uplifting, spiritual without
any connection to religion." Their
position on tbe Progressive Nation
Tour alongside of Porcupine Tree
and Opcth brings ,to mind the kind
of melodic progressive metal for
whicb Dream Theiter (sponsors of
the tour) are known.
1lrree, fronted by Joey Eppard
(brother of Coheed and Cambria's
former drummer Josh Eppard) offers the same kind of earnest, tightly-woven semi~metal that has found
Cobeed a following. Also reminiscent of .coheed and Cambria is the
way tbat Three's soul is found in tht
way they blend pop-packaged vocals, dubiously anxious lyrics and
progressive rock riffs.
With their new album ''The End
is Begun," Three offers a catchy
fifth record that brims with familiar atmosphere, but breaks no new
ground. Having recently moved to
Metal Blade Record (a significant
step up for the band), Three seems
far less ready to challenge themselves than they do to establish a
marketable sound.
Thus ·''The End is Begun" is by
far the most musically consistent
of Three's five albums. Gone is the
upbeat funk-metal of "Half Life",
gooe are the bass-driven pop stylings of "Paint By Numbers" and
gone are the darkly inviting ballads that comprised "Summercamp

Nightmare".
Three continues to excel at
moody, hauntirig tunes backed by
aggressive guitar work. They fall

'short in continuing in the kinds of
genr~blending
experimentatinn
that drew most of their modest fan
base. "The End is Begun" is catchy
if not quite satisfying in the way that
"Summercamp Nightmare" seemed
to promise. In ''The End" there is
more accessible music that appeals
right away and less sheer songwrit-

lThe End is Be",n'
ing to get lost in.
Also new is the way that the
album's early passages devote serious time to lead guitar riffs sure to
delight fans of Three's metal genre,
bUI creating 8 busy, cluttered sound
that was refreshingly missing from
earlier albwns.
Throughout thp years, Three has
kept things mostly surprise-free in
the lyrics department. One look at
the cover art of their new release
'"The End is Begun" and one can
see that the status.quo is well maintained. Song names like "Bleeding
Me Home", "My Divided Calling"
and "The World is Born of Flame"
C8I.J hardly be unexpected,
. One is bo~d to find the lyrics
to these songs (like Joey Eppard's
vocals) eitber relentlessly sincere or
appealingly fitting.

"The Word is Born of Flame",
the album's first track, begins in a
passive aggressive tonc with Joey
Eppard's signature fingerpicking
in whicb one can hear a mixture of
bass guitar string-slappery aod classical chord-scaling.
After some darkJy smooth vocals whisper for awhile over the
pristine guitar work (mostly about
the coming darkness etc.) the real
fun begins. The first taste given of
the album's real punch is the suitably weighty yet playful riffs tbat
end "The Word is Born of Flame"
and lead right into the next song.
By the time tbat the single, "All
That Remains", is reached in its traditional fourth-song spot, the listener is ready for the fireworks and in
this song they are indeed delivered.
"All That Remains" is well
worth a listen, bound to melt the
heart of even the most uninterested
listener. Like any good single it
wraps a well-rounded taste of the
best aspects of the record in an ultra-catchy tune complete with soaring chorus.
''The End is Begun" serves well
its apparent purpose as an entry portal to the band for those not familiar with their sound. The album is
an accurate enough portrait of the
things that Three does weI! without
hinting at their true capa'bility.
By restricting themselves from
the eerie expanses of "Summercamp Nightmare" (arguably the
band's greatest work), Three bas
neither lost nor gained as much as
may have seemed at stake with this
album,
In the meantime there are many
soulfully overproduced pleasures to
be had as the "End" begins.
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WWE lays.the srnackdown on garners Are you ready for

'The Real Thing'?

B y h :R£MY . TRICE

New superstars and Divas:
Despite tbe existing roster in
the game and superstars returning
• WWE Smackdown vs. RAW to the game from WWE Smack2008 for the Playstation 2 is af~ · down vs. RAW·2oo7,· making.tbeir
fectionaleiy known to some fans' debut in SmackdowD vs. RAW '08
as SmackdowD VS. RAW vs. ECW, are; "The Silver Tongued Pugilist"
because this year World VJrestling Elijah Burke, "The Alpha Mille"
Entertainment has included their Marcus Cor Von, Cryme Tym~
Tuesday night brand ECW. ECW, members JTG and Shad Gaspard,
introduced in 2006, siems from The Sandman, Montel Vontavious
the original Extreme Champion- Porter (MVP), CM Punk, Kenny
ship Wrestling th~ made its way Dykstra, WWE Dwa Ashley, and
to the pr~fessional wrestling scene EeW Vixen Kelly Kelly. Michelle
in 1992. This time, around, SvR ' 08 McCool returns to. the series after
has new features, new game modes, her appearance in WWE Smacknew controls, new WWE superstars down "s. RAW 2006.
as well as old ones reruming to the
Also rerurning ' is Jeff Hardy,
$mackdown franchise. new unlock- whose last video game appearance
ables, and one interesting fact.
was in W\VE Smackdown! : Shut
This year's Smackdown game Your Mouth in 2002. However) his
is special because 'this is the first unlockable moveset was always
time that a Smackdown game has available after Smackdown! Shut
appeared
an seventh generation Your Mouth.
consoles. But - yes, there is a but -'
Available unlockable characters
this year, some of the features that that add to the roster are: WWE
have been addeCl to the game were Chairman Vince McMahon, who
has not been a playable character
necessary.
" 0 t
sioce Smack down: Here Comes the
Pain as well as his SOn Shane, who
S"R
from
S/affWri/er

on

2007.
L eg ends:
Popular WWE
Legend s
such' as
"s ton e
C ol d "
SOt eve
Au st in ,
The Rock,
" Row-

be considered a good thing because
there arc things in the game that
would not look righI, such as Batista doing an RKO, MVP d'oing Matt
Hardy's VI taunt. That is why certain characters can do certain things
and why stylcs have been split up
into eigbt categories: Submission,
Brawler, Technical, Hardcore, r owerhouse. Dirty, Showman and High·
Flyer.
The great part about this is that
no one will ever look like they are
out of character. .. unless it is a crcated Wrestler. High-flyers can fake
injuries and when their opponent
is close enough, you can pcrfonn a
Possum Pin.
Brawlers like Fin\:iycan move to
the upper body section of thc opponent and with a press of the X button. they can pound their opponent's
face into raw hamburger using the
right analog stick, which is predom·
inately what you use for almost all
grappling.
St¥ SMACKDOWN. page JO

~roze

Check out The Current's
guide to Super Tuesday
on stands

is Jean-Dominique 8auby's speech therapist, Henriette .

'Diving Bell' is original, imaginative.
ric) was a 4] year·old, charismatic first person point of view takes us
businessman at the height of his on a harrowing ride of suspense and
/\&E Editor
career and chann. The urisentimell- chaHenge, an experience to rival any
You wake up in a hospital and tal, womanizing Bauby has a messy adventure film, rather than the more
find you cannot move. It is not a personal life, with a long·time girl- expected sentimental story of over·
dream, a nightmarish adventure has friend Celine (Em- r·- -----------. coming disability.
j~tbegun, but the path will lead into
manucl1e Seigner)
"The Diving Bell
and a new, younger
ami The Butterfl y"
unexpected and unknown territory.
mistress,
and
an
and
the
Butterfly
becomes a humor
No, this is not the opening scene
filled and unpreof the latest horror flick, but a re- ailing, aging father
markable nue story in oDe of the (Max Von Sydow).
dictable adventure
of a sarcastically
Based on Bau·
best films of2007.
People wbo do not think of film by's own memoir,
Director: Julian Schnabel
funny ~d I7s tle ss
mind. The story
as an art form wi!! have a very hard written by blinking
B
by
has
some com·
time making that point aftcr view- his one good ey'
'Stars: Jean·Dominique au ,
this stroke
mon clements with
ing artist and filmmaker Julian .," "od,.
....
Henriette Durand
"The Sea Inside."
Schnable's entertaining and en- victim is no sufanother fact-based
grossing point-of-view biopic "The fering Saint. but a
Nominated for 4 Oscars
wisecracking curstory about disabilDiving Bell And The Butterfly."
tty, but this film's
Tbe French-language "The mudgeon, a highDiving Bell And The Butterfly" is powered wheeler-dealer trapped in artistic approach and crusty central
character make it a wholly different
a slyly funny, fact based film, told his worse nightmare.
His paralyzed body holds him kind of film.
from the first person point-of-view
The film is as vjsually stunning
of a man who has suffered. a massive like a diver in a diving bell but his
stroke that leaves b.is ntind sharp but mind and imagination 'still soar. like as the approach to the story, with
a butterfly. There is self·discovery, imaginative, gorgeous photography
his body almost entirely paralyzed
Before he wakes up in a hospi- romance, heartbreak and nothillg that opens up the film's visual horital in an untenable situation, French predictable or ordinary about this zons.
The artist/director Julian Schnafashion magazine Elle editor Jean- ' tale.
The director's brilliant use of bel's choice of first person p4?int-ofDominique Bauby (Mathieu Amal·

By C ATE

BI ANCA P OWELL

JILL

dy" Roddy Piper, Bret "The Hitman" Hart and Mick foley return
to the game as well as the debut of
the EeW Legends Sabu, Tommy
Dreamer and Terry Funk. But why
is Shane McMahon classified a
legend in the game? Shane is not a
legend, even if he is the chairman's
soo. After a while, playing with the
"Texas Rattlesnake" and "The Bra-'
hama Bull" will get a little stale.
Controls:
. Anyone wbo hasn't even played
Smackdown vs. RAW 2007 may
want to pay attentioD 10 this: tbe
controls in SvR 2008 are extremely
different. The controls have had a
serious change for wbat WOUld . be
considered the worst: such as bow
to make your character rUn, how to
grapple the opponent, and even the
finisher button has been changedllf
some of you Smackdown fans were
a little frustrated with the controls,
YOu are not alone.
Fighting Styles:
Each character is allowed two
fighting styles. Of course,. this could

MOVIE REVIEW

In Julian Schnabel's 'The Diving Bell and the Butterfly,' Marie-Josite

to deseribe 'the lyrical genius that is
Jill Scott. Time and time again, sbe
SlaffWriler
has am~zed us with her poetic ·brilliance in a very authentic fonn that
As a teenager, I was introduced to cannot be duplicated.
Released in 2007, "The Real
the movement of nen-soul, and one
of tbe many new faces in that move- Thing: Words and Sounds Vol. 3" is
ment was Jill Scott. This'Philly girl 's one of her most exceptional albums
face and voice blasted into the neo- yet, with sounds and lyrics that are
soul scene in
poetic and tilled
with a sincere deJuiy of 2000
with her debut
sire to expressed
album "Who
the good, bad and
ugly in her lyrics.
is Jill Scott;
and
In her biography,
Words
.Sounds Vol. I"
Scott wrote "But
Her velvety
if you deal with
an artist, the good,
and
melodic '
the bad and the
voi ~e quickly
ugly is .going to
became
one
that could not
come out in the
music."
which
be
replaced.
shows in her muHer debut al·
bum earned her
'The Real Thing' sic. The album is
the best . quality I
many .Grammy
nominations along with her in1m· have heard in a very long time.
"The Real Thing" has been strongduction to becoming known for her
poetic talents as wei!' lnunediateiy, ly anticipated and has also exceeded
Scott became a fan favorite for sin- all expectations set for with its debut-.
gles such as "Gettin' In the Way', 'He ing single ' Hate On Me'topping the
Loves Me', and ' Long Way', which charts. This album has every element
also gained Grammy and B.E.T. of what makes an album great with
nominations for best singles and her inspirations stretching from jazz to
debut album for the best female a1- hip-hop, from hip-hop to soul, from
bwn of the year.
soul to rock, and even some CaribWith a voice so smooth it caressed bean influence. Scott has provided
anything rowdy within and yet more "spoken· word" or poetry throughout
than powerful and fierce, you have no this album with song such as "Crown
choice but to pay attention. Yet, again Royal" or "Epiphany."
in 2004 Jill Scott released "Beauti~
These songs show her ability to
fully Human: Words and Sounds bring enlightenment to real life situ·
Vol. 2." It produced hit singles such ations that pertains to .love, life and
as ' Whatever ' and 'Golden,' which happiness. These components are
displayed Scott·s talent as an artist, simply wbat makes Scott completely
gaining her the number three spot in different from other artists and keeps
her fan both old and new coming
the Billboard chart.
Phenomenal is one of many words back for more.

By

M ARQUIS

The Diving Bell

*****

view is inspired but credit also must
go to the actor Mathieu Amatric who
plays Bauby, a real challenge with
the ph.ysical constrnints of the role.
Parts of the- story arc told as. flashbacks. before the stroke and some
dreamlike sequences.
Emm:lOuc!1e Seigner and the
venerable Max Von Sydow arc wonderful in. their supporting roles, as
is Marie-Josee Croze as a therapist
who helps him learn to conununicatc.
"Diving Bell" is one of the best
films of 2007, with numerous U\\'3rd
nominations, inc!utling a win for
Audience Choice and St. Louis
Gateway Film Critics Award at the
St. Louis International Film Festival
last fall .
Schnabel garnered a Best Director Oscar nomination along with
three others, although the film was
unfortunately snubbed for both Best
Picture and Best Foreign Language
Film nominations.
"The Diving Bell and Tbe Butterfly" is a must-see movie, now
playing at the Plaza Frontenac Cin·
ema.
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Men 's Basketball

Not agood 'knight' for Tritons
_
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Some of the best basketbaJl perfonnances have been by men who felt
'under the weather.'

the..,...

For example, Michael Jordan
scored 38 points and led his Bulls to
a victory in the NBA Finals in 1997

while suffering from the flu .
So it should have come as no sur-

prise that Paul Paradoski, who had
been ill all week long, came out fi ring in tbe first half nf the Tritons game
Saturday afternoon against Bellarmme..
Paradoski scored 14 points in the
opening half against the Knights, including 4-of-4 from three-point range,

o

to keep his team in tbe game.
"I was sick all week, and [ was ncr:
veus about even playing today," the

senior, who transferred from Southeast Missouri in the offseason, said

ATHLrrE
OFTHEWEEK

Sky Frazier, senior, center, scored 10 points and recorded nine
rebounds on Saturday'. loss against Bellarmine.

afterwards. "I didn ' t tell coach that I
didn't feel we!l, and I was really nervous about it. I came out and made my
first couple of shots, and r just 'felt it
from there and didn't bold back."
Unfortunately for UM-St. Louis,
Paradoski 's efforts were not enough as
the visiting team upended the Tritons
65-54 at the Mark'fwain Building.
The teams stayed neck-aod-neck in
the first half. until the Knights finished

on a 15-6 run to open up the game.
Bellarmine's Dzaflo Larkai proved to
be too difficult to stop for the Triton
big men. The 6-8 senior. wbo attended
prep school in London, scored 14 of
his 22 points in the first half.
"They put little spurts on us," said
Paradoski, refening to Bellarmine's
first-half run. "We seemed to shut
down a linJe bit. When we do that, it 's
hard for us to fight back."

In the second baLf, the Tritons
closed the gap on Bellarmine thanks
to a change in strategy at the half.
"We went to a zone and had some
success fOI a little bit," said UM-St.
Louis coach Chris Pilz. "They have
some really good shooters and we •
tried to change the flow of the game.
See MEN'S BASKETBALL, ~ 10

-

UMSL upsets No. 25 ranked Northern Kentucky
By

TOM SC HNAS lE

•W/SllUII Spons Edilor

The way the wonn tu rns in the
world o f baske tball , most teams
pull off at least olle upset per season. Th ursday n igh t 00 Chuck Smith
court, the UM-St. Louis men's basketba ll team snagged its in a 71 -63
victory over Northern Ken tucky.
NKU had come into the game as the
25th-ronked team in D h'isibn 11_
Efficiency was the name of tli.e
game for the T.ntons. w ho on ly committed II tumO\"crs, ni ne below their
season ayerage. That, and clutch free-

Mary Slaughter
Mary Slaughter is deserving of being named
Athlete of the Week fqr

throw shooting down Ihe stretch. a llowed UM-St. Louis to cscape willi
the wi n.
,
Coach Chris Pilz thought the e ffort his men exencd th!lt evening was
the best it had been all season long.
"Non hem Kentucky is the best
tea m on that side [the eastern div ision], and that was probably our best
game o f the season," said Pilz.
" On the o ffensive end we were really effi cient and effective in 4;'xecuting w hat we wanted 10 do, and we
executed our defensive game plan as
well," he said.
Junior Tim Green led a quartet of

IN. Kentucky

played only 20 minutes due 10 foul
trouhle .
Tritons
Despite the contribu tions of these
' players, Coach Pilz credited the enTritons in double-digit scoring with tire team in the victory.
17 points, induding 8-8 from the foul
··Collectively. even the guys that
line. UM-SI. Louis as a team shot 83 didn ' t get in the game (helped oul],"
percent from the charity stripe, in· he said. "I thought our bench had
cluding 7 out of 8 in the games final good energy, the guys on the fl.oor
two minutes.
were reall y concentrating and enthuGreen and senior Paul De Chellis sillstic, and just playing their hardeach grubbed six rebou nds in the est."
gam 'which ""tied for the team h igh.
The vjctory improved the TrItons
De Chellis, a long with senior Paul record to 7-9, 2-6 in the Great Lakes
Paradoski, chipped in 14 points and Valley Conference. II was the first win
senior Sky Frazier added ·13. Frazier for UM-St. Louis versus an opponent

from the eastern division, which cer·
tainly made Coach Pilz happy.
"The east has dominated our side,"
he said, referring to his team's then
! -5 record against eastern opposition.
''Now we gel in our own division, on
the west side, and it' ll be interesting
to see how we do."
.
Pilz also ooted that the win was
only the teams' second in games decided hy fewer than !O points.
" We lost five sing[e-digit games
to that point," said Pilz. "men y~u
struggle and play a bunch of close
games, sometimes you have to figure
out how to win one of those."

her career high 17 points

Women 's Basketball

in the Tritons' 56-51 vic-

tory

against

Northern

Kentucky on Thursday at

Slaughter
leads Tritons
in NKU upset

home.
Slaughter scored 13 of

her 17 points in the first
half of the game. Siaugh-.
tef also recorded a team high eight rebounds and

two steals.
Slaughter is new the
Tritons basketball team
this year, but not new to
coach Lisa Curliss-Taylor.
Slaughter played for

By LAGUA" FUSE

(urlis-Taylor at East Texas

Sports Ed/lor

Baptist University.

The 5' 11" forward
earned

all-American

Southwest Conference
second team honors
while playing for East
Texas.
'
Slaughter is a junior
majoring in physical edu-

cation.

UPCOMING GAMES
Men's Basketball
Danny ReiN • AssisIsnI P6oIo EdiIOr

Jan. 31
at Quincy
7:30 p.m.

Sophomore guard Kelly Mitchell (# 21 ) had eigbt rebounds and scored 11 points against Bellarmine In Saturday's game.

White's3-pointers not enough against Knights

feb,2
at SIU-Edwardsville
3 p,m,

B y S COTT LAVElOCK

lor said fo llowing the game. " We
prepare the same way. We practice
Slalflt'rili?r
the same way. We Deed to 'play the
same way." .
The UM-St. Louis women 's hasMost of the damage was done
kethall leam wore the same uniforms in the first half, as B ellannine took
on Saturday as they did on Thursday, a 45-32 lead to the locker room.
bUI nonetheless 'looked like a com- For the Tritons, it was the turnovers
pletely different team .
that plagued them jWit as they have
Two days after the Tritons stunned all season. Out o f 18 turnovers, 14
Nonhem Kentucky, the 14th ranked came in the first hatf, and the KnightS
leam in Division " of the NCAA, . turned those into 17 points in Ihe first
they were outshol by unranked Bel- 20 minutes of play.
lamline 84-73 at Chuck Smith Court
"That caused a lot of trouhle for
us when they got out on fast breaks,"
here at UM-St. Louis.
"We wereD't the same team that said sophomore guard Kristi White.
just played two days ago, and that's "We weren't getting back at alL"
II was Wbite and senior poinl
sad," Hearl Coach Lisa Curliss-'fay-

Women's Basketball
Jan , 31
at Quincy
5: 15 p,m,
Feb, 2
at SIU-Edwardsville
1 p,m,

,

guard Courtney Watts who alo'ne carned UM-St. Louis through that rough
stretcb at the end of the first half.
Watts ran the floor and distributed
well, dishing out six of her team-high
eight assists in the first half. White
huried all three of her attempts from
beyond the arc in the first balf, and
finished the' game five for six.
"Once you hit one, your confidence goes up and you j ust keep
shooting," said White, who scored
17 and now leads all Tritoos in threepoint percentage at 4 3 percent on the

season. " You just kind of go with it.
I didn'l do anything different from
what I usually do."
UM-St. Louis came out with guns
blazing to stan the second half, just
as they had in the first balfwhen they
bad scored th~ firsl e ight points of the
game.
Walls started the second stanza by
nailing a three-pointer off of an offensive rebound. Lindsey Ransome
followed with a pair of trifectas on
consecutive attempts.
Ever;y lime the Tritons would
draw closer, though, Bellannine's
Angela Smilh had an answer.

See BELLARMINE, page.9

MarySlaughler led UM-St. Louis
with 17 poirits in the Tritons' 56-51
victory over the Northern Kentucky
Norse last Thursday night UM- St.
Louis snapped a three-game losing
streak by upsetting NKU, who suf,.
fered its third conference loss of the
>easoo.
With the win, UM-SI. Louis improves to 5-10 overall and 3-5 in the
conference.
The Tritons gave up 21 turnovers in the game, but NKU only
managed to score 12 points off of
the turnovers. UM- St. Louis was
able to score 16 points off ofNKU's
IS turnovers . •
The first 'half started evenly but
ended with the momentum in favor
of the Tritons, who went on a 10-0
scoring run ll:t the final six minutes
of the first half. UM-$t. Louis went
into the half with the lead, 27- 16.
The Norse came out in the second half and quickly caught up with
the Tritons, tying the score twice in
the process. With II: 19 left in the
game, the Tritons started another
scoring run. The Tritons continued
to drop shot after shot and went up
by as much a;; I I before the Norse
started to make a comeback. NKU's
effort to regain the lead fell short
and the Tritons were able to pick up
the win.
Cowmey Watts was cold in the
game for the Tritons, shooting 06 in the game, three of the shots
came from behind the arc. Watts'
only two points came from the line
as she shot 2-8 from the free throw
line. Watts finisbed the game with
five turnovers and only one assist in
34 minutes played.
-----.--------~-

See TRITON UPSET, page 10
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Roller Hockey

STATS CORNER
MEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN ' S BASKETBALL

ROLLER HOCKEY

GlVC Stand ings

GLVC Standings

GPCIHL Standings

Team

Drury
Southern Indiana
Rockhurst
51U - Edwardsville .
UM - St.louis
Quincy
Missouri 5&r

Conf.
(W-l)
8-1
4-5
3-6
2-7
2-7
1-8
0-9

Overall
(\N-l)
15-2
10-7
6-10
8-8
7· 10

7·10
) ·14

Box Scores
January 26

Bellarmine
UM·St. l o uis

January 24

Northern Kentucky
UM-St. l ouis

Page 9

Team
Missouri 5&1

Drury
SIU - Edwardsville
Quincy
UM - St. Louis
Southern Indiana

Rockhurst

Conf.
(\N-l)
8-1
7-2
6-3
6-3
3-6
2-7
1-8

Overall
14-2
15·2
13-4
11-6
5-1 1
7-10
6-11

F
65

26

28

54

'"

20d
43
39

F
63

20

32

71

January 26
Bellarmine
UM·St. l o uis

Overall

lindenwood
UM · St. l o uis

(VoI-L-n
10-0-0
9-2-0

UM - Columbia

7-5-0

Illinois
Missouri 5&T
Illinois Stale
Middle Tennessee

4-7-0
2-8-\
1-8-1
\-10-1

""
20
18
14
8
5
3
3

Upcoming Games

Box Stores

1st. 2nd.
36 29

Team (Division 1)

(W-L)

' '_

2nd.
39
32 41

84

at SI. Charles CC

73

Ba.m,

¥s ,

45

F

January 17

,~

Northern Kentucky
UM-St. l ouis

16

2nd
35

F
51

27

29

"

February 9

February 9

51. louis ((- Meramec
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Tritons trounce Mizzou and
Missouri S&T in two shutouts
By S COTT LAVELOCK

StaffWriler

Tbe rest of the UM System may
nave gotten a fe w wins over UM-S!.
Louis througbout the year, but they
failed to score a single goal against
the Triton club inline hockey team
last Sunday,lan. 20.
The red and gold threw their
first goose egg of the day on Mizzeu in a 4-0 statement victory at Ihe
Matteson Square Gardens Tri-Plex
in SI. Peters.

They repeated the feat against the first two goals against UM-CoMissouri S&T, the artist formerly lumbia, both of which were in the
known as Missouri-Rolla, with a first period.
The first was scored by Andy
10-0 blowout.
"I think it's real big," said team Meade, his sixth goal of the season.
captain Adam Clarke of the two Ben Lambert put the second one
in after Clarke fired a shot that de·
Sunday shutouts,
"We're all very competiti ve, fleeted off Tiger goalie Chris Dahland we have a real big rivalry berg's shin pads.
against Mizzeu. We did not even
"We had numbers on them so all
give up a goal and that was a real I did was go to the far post and wait
big milestone for us. Any time we to bang home the rebound," Lamplay tha t well, it gives us a lot of . bert said.
confidence."
It was Clarke who assisted on
See HOCKEY, page 10

STAFF VIEWPOINT

THREE-ON-THREE

Long live the bowls
Playoffs simply do not
work for college football
Well, another
conference RPI and
record on days when
football
college
the players' girlseason bas come
and gone, and
friends kiss them for
once again sports
luck, all so that Billy
fans have been
Packer can try to ex·
bombarded with
plain to us why he is
incessant
talk
actually smarter than
abou t the necesthe selection com·
sity fo r a playoff to
minee, which we all
detennine a "true
know is not true.
champion" in the
The bottom line
B y S COTT LA VElOC K
is, there will always
great game.
· ·-----·--·S;~ff ~H/(!~- --·-----·-be disputes over w~o
me
Excuse
while 1 Ihrow up.
should be present m
Oh, but how
the post-season, so a
could somebody possibly be against tournament does not resolve that any
a season-ending tournament to more than bowls do.
end all this controversy about who
Every other sport alrcady bas a
should be number one and number playoff, so why should college footm'o? After all, you do not hear many ball be different? Why can we not
convincing arguments these days continue the arguments that we have
making a ~Iea for those old tradition- now about who is the best?
al bowl gamcs.
1say wtftcrt8ihWh !{l;'~"'i!tfoll~h of
Prepare to bear one.
a basis for these lively discussions
First of all, playoff proponents with what goes on in the regular seasay that their system would allow the son.1n fact, 1 would say tbat is one of
best team in the nation to be deter- Ihe best things about the game. Each
mined by letting thi ngs play out on game in the regular season means so
the field . Yet, is that not what is al- much, that it leaves us on the edge of
ready done?
our collective seat every week.
Now it is true that LSU and USC,
The same cannot be said for many
who could be argued as the two best other SpOrtS, even college basketball,
teams this year, did not get a chance which is certainly riveting in March.
to play each other this season. But Face it: the games being played righl
who says they would have even now do not mean very much.
if there was a tournament? Would
Mizzou could lose its next five
there then be any more or less of an games like idiots, but if they get hal
argument of who is better if they did at the end of the year, they are in,
not play each other in this supposed SLU could score only scven points
playoff!
in the first half of a game (oh wait,
Playoff supporters would say Ihey already did that), but they could
yes, because you could say, "Well, catch fire and still go to the tournaso-and-so beat so-and-so, who beat ment.
so-and-so, who beat the Asthma InThe North Florida Ospreys
stitute, who beat the Little Sisters of (who?) arc 0-15 this yea r, but guess
the Poor, who beat Nancy's Funeral what? If they win the Atlantic Sun
Home, blah blah blah ... "
Toumameot, they are going 10 the
[fthal were the case, though, then big dance,
we could use this logic through Ihe
I am not saying this is bad. It cerregular season, but we cannot en- tainly makes for great Cinderella stotirely. Stanford and Oregon, both de- ries at the end of the year.
cidedly inferior teams to USC. beat
My point is this: we al ready have
the Trojans. Kentucky and Arkansas a system in many sports tha t provides
equaled the feat against LSU. Yct this style of crowning a champion.
none of those teams are made to be TIlere is no need for college football
any more worthy of winning the na- to follow suit.
tional championship.
The bowl games are rich in tra·
So why do these folks maintain dition, pageantry and meaning, and
that a playoff is the only true meth- they do a better job than people realod for detennining a logical flow of ize of providing us wi th a true chamwho is better?
pion.
I maintain that it is because our
Most years, it is pretty clear who
society has such a preoccupation the two best teams are, and it prob·
with having an undisputed number ably gives us a belter championship
one and making that the only Ibing game most years than a to urnament
would.
that maners.
I would respond to that by askor course, we could just senle
ing, "what is wrong wi tb a little this by saying that a college football
dispute and discussion'!" After all, playoff would take so long that it
tbat is what makes the regular sea- would interfere with the players' fison so important and so meaningful. nal exams and holiday breaks, makEvery game matters just as much as ing it impractical to have.
the next, more so than in any other
But then again, when has the
sport
NCAA actually cared about what is
Besides, even if there were a tour- good for the players? It is all about
nament with, say, eight Teams, now the dollar signs.
there would just be more controversy
Even so, the bowls are a better alover who should be number eighl ternati ve. They keep so much merit
instead of number nine, or number in the regular season games that we
seven instead of number ten.
eat it up all year and fill the stadiums
It is a never eoding cycle, and the week after week.
NCAA Basketba!l Tournament is a
Hence those dollar signs.
testament to that. Every March, our
College football does nOI need
minds are boggled with the minutiae a tournament. It IS a tOurnament;
of RPI and strength of schedule and a season-long tournament Ihat we
record in your last ten games and come to love every autumn.

-

·.

Rec Sports sponsored a three-on-three baske tball t ournament Wednesday in the M ark Twain gymnasium.

SHORT FUSE

Tritons need consistency, not roller coaster performances
The Tritons, both men and women, defeated the Norse on Thursday
night. LaSI week, I said Ihat the
Tritons needed 10 focus to defeat
the Northern Kentucky Norse, and
since the men's team won 71-63
and the women's learn won 56-51,
I think they did just tbat.
During the women's game.
Mary Slaughter and Kristi White
led the team with 30 points. Another key factor in the game was that
the Tritons were able 10 limit NKU
senior, Angela Healy, to only six
points. Healy is currently nin th in
the conference, averaging 14 points
per game.
It was a big surprise 10 see UMSt. Louis give up 2 1 turnovers in a
game and still pick up the win. Taylor Gagliano was the only player in
Ihe game fo r the Tritons who did
not have a turnover.
Nortbern Kentucky had a hard
time going against learns in Missouri because tbey not only lost to
tbe Tritons, but also to Ine Missouri
S&T Miners on Saturday. The Miners picked up tbe 66-42 win and
sent NKU home on a two-game losing streak.
On the men 's side, the Tritons
were Jed by Tim Green. but the team

She made six three-pointers and
scored a game-high 27 points, and
as the foul trouble increased for
UM-SI. Louis. they became less
able to defend every faccl of the
Knight attack.
"They can score aaywhere,"
senior forward Leslie Ricker said.
"They have an inside game and an
outside game. $0 it's hard to just
lock on Smith. because ifshe doesn 'I
score, they can stin get il inside:'
Get it inside they did, as 6'1"
center Katie Willinger dominated
tbe post with 19 points and l3 rebounds. This came after the Tritons
had done a good job early in the
game of blocking out and maintain-

also had three
UM-St . Louotber players who
is defeated the
scored
double
top team in the
GLVC East and
digi ts in the game.
now is tied for
NKU came into
fourth place in
the Mark Twain
the GLVC West
Building
with
with SlUE.
only one conference loss on their
The Tritons
were not as
record fo r the sea·
rortunate when
son, but tbe Tritons made sure to
the Bellannine
change that.
Knights stepped
onto the Chuck
Some of the
B y l AG UAN F USE
coun.
Smith
stats for the TriSports EiJilOr
The men lost
tons are really
impressive for the
65-54 and the
women lost 84-73.
game.
UM-St. Louis finished with 18
Be1!arrnine's Dzaflo Larkai is
assists on 21 made shots and all but currently 141h in the GLVC in scorone player finisbed witb an assist. ing averaging ! 5 points per game
The Tritons gave up 11 turnovers and against UM-St. l ouis, he
in tbe game, wbich is an i.mprovc- scored a game high 22 points. Paul
ment when looking at turnovers in Paradoski was right behind him as
the last three games.
he chipped in a learn high 20 points
J said that the Tritons needed to ror the Tritons.
wa tch out forNK U's Dennis Gagai,
The Tritons were not able to gel
who earned Player of tbe Week for to the line much in the game that
the week of lan. 14. Gagai did not may have cost them.
cause too much of a problem for
Bellannine made 18 or26 shots
the Tritons as he only scored nine from the line while UM-St. Louis
points in the game. All nine points made 5 of 8. 1 guess this is what
people mean when they say that
came from behind Ibe arc.

free throws really can win you the
game.
111e women 's game ended with
a higher score but the same resul t.
Three players for the Tritons finished the game in the double digits, but it was Bellarrninc's Angela
Smith who led the game in scoring
wilh 27 pointS,
Hopefully Ihis loss will not slow
the team's momentum because if
the Tritons hope to move up in the
standings, they will need \0 pull off
wins against Quincy an SruE, who
are c\uTently tied for fou rth place in
the GLVC West.
This may be a battle of strategy
or consistency, but either way, these
games need to be won. Picking up a
win against NKU was a perfect way
to end a losing streak, but the team
needs to keep in mind that tbis is not
the time to continue an up and down
streak.
The ncxt couple of games for the
Tritons are away games and each
game becomes more important if
UM-St. Louis wan ts a spot in the
conference tournament.
There is still time and there are
stil! games to play. The only thing
that needs to happe n now is (0 put
the ball through the net.

ing good position, with Amanda
Miller taking two charges in the fi rst
nine minutes of Ihe game.
As soon as that stopped, though,
the run was on. An 18-3 run by the
Knights that covered a linle less
than five minutes of the firs t half
turned a 15-1 4 Triton lead into a 3218 deficit.
UM-St. Louis would never lead
again, despite three baskets from
downtown by Kelly Mitchell, wbo
has now recovered from a foot in·
jury that sidelined her last year and
has been a solid addition to this
year's leam.
Freshman Ke!cy Hulbert also
gal into the mix, as the 6'1 " forward

in conference play, but are still only
two and a half games bemnd Bellarmine for the eighth and final benh in
tbe GLVC Tournament.
Next week's games at arch·oemesis QuillCy aDd cross-town rival
SlUE will be important in making
up ground.
"We had a loss today and we
didn'l playas well, but ..... e've got to
come into practice next week and be
ready 10 go because those arc two
huge games," said Ransome, who
leads the team in free throw percentage al 77 percent. "We usually
bounce back, and everybody's got
to work hard. I think we can get two
wins _"

launched a quick three that went
down from the comer in the second
half. It was only her second threepoint anempt of the year, both of
which she has made.
TIle Tritons tried every possible
line-up combination, rota ting in 12
players in the first half alone. They
could never find much conlinuity
as a result. though, and Bella!TT1ine hung on for the 84-73 win. The
Catholic school from Louisville improved to 14-7,6-4 in the GLVC.
They have now won eight of tbeir
last ten games, and are tied for
third in the Eastern Division of the
GlVC.
UM-St. Louis fell to 5-11, 3-6

You don't even
have to recycle it!

SI ightly better
than Myspace
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scorer in the game for tbe Tritons.
White finished with 13 points and
shot 5-8 from the field including 3-4
from behind the arc.
Jessie Slack and Cassie Brannen
led Ih.: Clffcnsive attack for the Norse
with 13 poillls each.
ElCh player in the game for the
Tritons pulled down at least one rebound in the game. The rebounding
.. uack was led by Slaughter who led
the team with eight rebounds, all defensive, and Kelly Mitchell with six
rebounds, five of which were defensive.
For the game, the Tritons man-

Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. To place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or
less), your name, and student or employee number to rhecurrent@umsl.eduorcaIf516-5316.

FOR RENT

l1i!]
Sitters

Make $10 per Hour
or MORE!
www.student-sitters.com

backyard. Pleferably fMlale applicants. BS5I
mo. Calf Andrea @ 3 1 4~Ss-63t \

One and two bedroom ,am pu ~
apartments now availabte at Mansioo
HiIIs~artments targe apdrtmenls indude
dishwasher. gar~e djspo~l. OIl·site laundry
fadlities, poot. UMSL shuttle servi<:e, pofite
wb·!latiOil. etc. W@haY!apdrtments
(all today! 314·524·3446.

a'lililable now.

Large dorm style apartment on
noor of the Mansion at Mansion
Hills Condominiums. Will accommodate
1-) students. S6OOJmonth. INCLUOES AtL
UllUTlES! A~ilable feb. 5th. (all Jack at
3IHOHl98.
the top

Danny R..~

° MskJmlI'tolt>£dlu

Taylor Gagliano (#25 ) had fou r defensive rebounds against
Northern Ken tucky on Thursday.

garbage time."
James Cash made sure none of
that lime got away from the Tritons,
as he completed the shut-out with 18
saves in-goal.
The game against Missouri S&T
was never a corltCSl. UM-St. louis
out shot the Mincrs by an astounding
margin of 44-8.
"Everybody on OUT tcam is really
comfortable moving the puck 10 each
other," Clarkc said of thc team's control of the tempo. "'Not many guys
are just skating around. We all look
to the open man. We really pmetice
that to control the puck."
Jason Holzum turned a hal trick
for the Tritons. scoring oncc in o.:ach
period and running his season total
to se\'cn goals. Lambert and Tallo
also scored ill the first period. gh ing
UM-S!. Louis;1 3-0 lead.
It was- 6-0 after two periods. !Is
Blake Propp contributed 10 the scoring barrage along with Tallo. whos.:'
second goal of thc match mo\ ed his
season total to ten.
Propp and Lambert scored yet
again in the third, scoring their sixth
and II th goals of the year. respectively. After Hollum finished his hal

Delmar Restaurant
and Lounge

****~
Located at 6235 Delmar
Blvd. on the Loop

314·725·6565

adorned with nuts, which was rather
different for a pasta dish. [ was not
disappointed. [ was left feeling full
but not sruffed.
After dinner, one might decide to
stick around for awhile. Delmar Restaurantand Lounge is well known for
its musical acts, especially the jazz

and playoff of them."
Junior Nathan Whittaker had a
chance to tie the game with a three,
but his attempt missed, and UM-S!.
Louis got no closer the rest of the
afternoon as the Knights finished on
a 15-7 run of their own to close out
the game.
Paradoski ended the game with
20 poinls to go along with four assists. De Chellis finisbed a perfect 6of-6 from the field, scoring 12 points
and pulling down five boards.
Senior Sky Frazier missed a double-double by one rebound, finishing
with 10 points and nine boards.
After the game, Coach Pilz balked
at the idea that the team experienced

trick. Clarke showed no mercy on
the Miners and punched one in to
make it a double-digit. len goal victory. Clarkc is now third in the Great
Plains Collegiate luline Hockey
leaguc in goals.
This time it was Thomas Ames
who shutout the oppositiou. register~
ing eight s:wes.
Sunday's two wins against the
dh iSlonal opponents moved the Tri~
tons' fl."'Cord to 9~2 in this their first
year of Di\'ision J play. and they sit
only one and a half games behind
division-leading Lindenwood. Missouri S&T slipped in the mnks to
2-8- 1.

TIle Tritons will be in action Sat~
urday Feb. 9 agninst division rival
Illinois Stale at 11 n.m., agnin at the
Tri~Plcx in St. Peters. AI6 p.m .. they
\\ ill take on St. Charles Community
Coll~. II. powtthous~ in Division

..... .. ... -., ...

poetry. ftOloo.
nonfICtion and art/photography. Deildline:

PIKE
-,. .. ............ ....

" ,

SUBMIT TO UTMAG:

submit.,l_litmagOyahoo.com or
gn'en box 4th HOOf lUG!$. Umit poI!tty. art
pootograplly submissions.: to pie<es: prose:
l SOO wocds.

MISCELLANEOUS

M issing out on the Co ll ege
Experie n ce???

~-

Join the me n of Pi Kappa A l pha at a n
u pcom in g event.
For more info vis i t; www.pikes.net

Nubian Roots· Coupon Specials.
and locenWOils.

Monday's - Comb Twist BS,Tuesda(s - tor:
j\e.Twist S40.S2S OfF A/l 8raids.
3607 Meramec St. (At the comer 01 Meramec
.md S. Grand) (314) 776·3731
Traffic Ticket Trouble?
CaBUMSl"s l1\!ighbortuxlC:I attorney, Krk
BoeYingIoh at J 14·9s<J· t4g2.
SpeedIng - OWl . Driving ....'hile Suspended

- h41P - Accident Cases
Conlidendal toJISUItation. AffOldabk fei!s
startmg at 175.

$

Then Sunday, Feb. 10 the Tri~
tons wi ll face SI. Louis Community
College - Meramec, llOother D-lll
opponent, before playing the Fighting llIini of Illinois in a divisional
match. Game times are noon and 4
p.m. respectively.

a letdown after their upset victory on
Thursday.
"Our effort was good, but our
execution offensively and defen·
sively was not quite good enough,"
he said.
Instead, Pilz thought a big difference in the game was the amount of
free throws eacb team attempted.
"Probably the sto!), of the night is
those guys get to the free· throw line
26 times and we get 8. 26-8 at home
is a really big discrepancy."
UM~St. Louis plays Quincy on
Thursday, before traveling to Ed~
wardsville for a Saturday afternoon
contest.

,-

""."

Speciarlling in al l kinds of Braids,Afric:anAttire.
Afun JI!'M!I!}" Natural Hair & Body Products.

I II.

acts every Friday night. The music
provides a great mood for young
people (IS well as for the young at
heart. On this particular night, live
music began promptly at 7 p.m. The
guitar player was a talented musician
but did not play so loud that it would
disturb diners' meals.
[n all, Delmar Restaurant and
Lounge offers an enjoyable dining
experience.
While the food was a bit pricy,
the annosphere and the quality made
tbe price well worth it.
Delmar Restaurant and Lounge
is located at 6235 Delmar Boulevard
in the Loop and is open Monday
through Friday 5 p.m. until 3 a.m.
For more infonnation, call Delmar
Restaurant and Lounge at (314) 725
- 6565 or fax at (3 14) 725 - 3383.

THE PI KAPPA ALPHA fRATERNITY

WANTED
Friday. fell. tSth.lrrdude name, e"'ffiail. phone,
and tit!eW on COVEr page. Submit to

HOCKEY. ft'C!.l11 pag~.!!....

We tried to make them stand still
and shoot some threes, and when
thcy missed some we were able to
close the gap."
Senior Paul De Chellis led a 13-6
run by scoring eight points to bring
the deficit back to six. Paradoski
sUllk another three-pointer with just
over six minutes to play to make the
score 50-47.
The point guard credited the
team's inside play for allowing Ihe
team to come back.
"Om big guys are stronger than
most of the guys in the league, and we
try to use them as much as we can,"
Paradoski said. "The more physical
they get, the more the guards see it

f:jJ

MO 63t30
Apartment Aand Batailabj~:
2·8edrooms, li';lng room, Oining room
Kltchew new refrigeralOf and stO\'e
MomMy frolal@$15O.oo
COiltact: K. StrOng .~ (3t 4) 882·7585
1 room in a four bedroom hou~e
fight outsid@ofdowntownSt.louisopening
at end of IMltster. To lhare living room,
dining room. kirchen, offICe and lalifldry. Very
cool historical home with two porches and
68S(l Melro~ Av~. 51. Loo~

fensive.

The tall windows offered a perfect view of Delmar Boulevard,
which provides a good opportunity
to watch the busy street while one's
food is being prepared. The candles
at each table provided a coziness
amongst more modem surroundings.
The bar, like the restaurant, also had
a touch of modern class. The mirrors
and lights behind it made it the focal
point.
When the order came out, it was
a pleasant surprise. The food was
fantastic and it came out quickly. r
only ate a small portion of my dinner
salad to save room for the pasta, and
I was glad I did. While oot nonnally
II fan of white pasta sauce, sioce it
can be rather heavy to digest, it was
a delight to find thai the sauce was
creamy but not too tbick. It was

Student

Apartm@nt for Rent:

aged 10 out rebound the Norse 46-37,
The game was dominated by mostly
defensive rebounds as only \3 of the
l,~tal rebounds in the game wefe of-

"Adam is an incredible passer
and [ kne,\' that we would have a
great scoring opportunity merely
because the puck was on his stick. J
lVas in the right SpOt for the rebound
and buried it," Lambert continued.
"L'sually, that's my job on our
team. to grind and score gritty goals.
I will never have half of the shots
that guys like Meade, Clarki.: and Pl
[Tallo) have, so I have to wait for my
chances and bury them whcn the ');1'
portunity arises."
After a scoring drought that lasted the entire second period and most
of the third, Clarke finally got himselfa goal with 2:46 left in the game
for his tcam-leading 14'" of the year.
A minute and a half later, with
U M~St. Louis on the power play.
Aaron Schu lz scored his third goal
of Ihe ~ason. finishing off Ihe 4-0
triumph.
Mi7.7.Qu·s record is now 7-5 after
reco\'ering from the loss against the
Tritons by beating St. Charles Community College later in tbe day.
"Every time we play Mizzou, we
want to really stick it to them:' Lambert said after the game. "'II's a 36
minute affair every time. we play, no

jJ
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Kristi Vo'hite was the other top

The next two games for tbe Tritons are on the against Quincy and
SlUE. The Tritons return home to the
Mark Twain Building on Feb. 5 to
start a five.game home stand which
kicks (Iff with a non conference game
against Oakland City.
The Tritons' next home stand fea·
tures Pack the Stands Night against
Rod,hurst on Feb. 7 and Senior Night
against Quincy on Feb. 16. The game
lIgainst Quincy is also the last home
game of the scason.
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SMACKDOWN, from page

7

Nice, right? Well, that is just
the good part about that. The most
annoying pan of the fighting style
system is the Submission fighting '
style and the Submission Struggle
system. It is very hard to master and
I do not think it is necessary.
The Game Uself:
For fans of the original ECW,
the traditional ECW Extreme Rules
match has been introduced to the
franchise. Who does not love a
good contest where superstars
maim each other with allytrung that
is not nailed down in a no-disqualification, anything-goes brawl?
AI the versus screen before you
go to your match, you can cboose
what four weapons will be under
the ring. The weapon wheel for the
ECW Extreme Rules match brings
some fresh ftavor to '08 as well.
The only thing that would upset the
player, I think, is the fact that the
weapon wheel is exclusively for the
Extreme Rules Match.
Hall of Fame mode gets a
thumbs-up because the player can
relieve 12 of the WWE's greatest
moments such as the Bret Hartl
Shawn Michaels 30 Minute Iron
Man match for the WWE Championship, the Bret Hart/Steve Austin
Submission match.
And now, the downfalls :

The graphics in the game do
look realistic and the interface is
good, minus the same glitches of
all Smackdown games: the wres~
tier's body parts warping through
each other and bad collision detection. And again: the PS2 makes
Mark Henry look like he is nOI 400
pounds, but more like he is a starved
orpban. Also,. the sound quality is
good, but the commentary itself is
disappointing and still has the same
malfunction as last year: the commentators confuse tbe wrestlers and
finishers. (Jerry "The King Lawler"
referred to one wrestler's finisher
as a DDT.) Plus, there is no crowd
cbanting.
In the championship matches,
the ring announcer is supposed
to say, "The following contest is
scheduled for one fall and is for the
(enter title oame bere) Championship." But nope, wbat the announcer
says is "The (enter title name here)
Champion, from (enter hometown
here), and so on and so forth ."
Anolber disappointment is
some of the finishing moves the
Superstars have that are not theirs
and that these finishers are locked.
The moves that a majority of these
Superstars have hade since Smackdown: Just Bring It~ wben the
Smackdown games moved to the

Playstation 2 and introduced wrestlers having two finishers instead of
one.
For example, The Undertaker
uses the Last Ride and the Tomb·
stone Piledriver Pin. Upon playing
as the Phenom, you wil! see that he
is equipped with a cboke slam in~
stead of the Last Ride. Jeff Hardy's
Swanton Bomb was locked and he
was equipped with Mr. Kennedy's
version, the Kenton Bomb as well
as a move that is not his finisher, the
Whisper in the Wind. Kane's fall
forward power bomb finisher is not
equipped, but a Tombstone that he
does not use.
Overall, I would JUSt like to say
that WWE Smackdown vs. RAW
2008 is not exactly the best of the
entire series, but it is not the worst.
THQ should not add any more features to the Smackdown games until they work out tbe current problems.
A good game, yes, but I am
afraid this year that tbings have hit
rock bottom. Gameplay gets five
stars. Sound gets three stars because ofthe confusion and glitches.
Graphics get three and a half because of the bad collision detec_
tion and Mark Henry's appearance.
Basically, I give the game a total of
four and a half stars.

•
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CURRENT CARTOONISTS

at Jasonlove.com

•
ARIES
(March 21 to April 19)
You are eager to take
on that new Oppoftunity openn'19 up as
January gives way to February.
Now all you need to do is resist qUitting too early. Do your
best 10 stay with'it.

ry>

TAURUS
(April 20 to May 20)
Doff a bit of tha t
careful,
conservative outlook and let
your brave BOYine self take a
chance on meetmg that new
challenge. You could be surprised at how well you do.

b'

''ScoIteborou&tl" Is drawn by Current cartOonist EJlubetfl GNrtJeart

Margaret & Hooray by Cody ,,,",,

Later the stilts would go to Bobo's head, and he

begin demanding obedience from the "little pe'opl'e.

•

ICUng Cro~ord

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You might not want
to r~lUrn to the more
serious tasks facing
you, but you know it is wha t
you must do. Cheer up. Something more pleasant will soon
occupy your time.
.

IT

ACROSS
1 Towns

"Margaret and Hooray" Is drawn by CUrn!nt cartoonist Cody Pertdns

•

6 , "Bam!"
9 Raw rOC,k

CANCER

(June 21 to July 22)

12 Dizzying

~ As you dutifully tidy

designs

!::::.p up your end-of-the-

13 Mimic
14 Gender

SYNDICAtED CARTOONS

month tasks. your
fun sel f emerges to urge you ,
to do something special: A trip
(or a cruise, maybe?) could be
just what you need.

15 Ancient

Roman port
16 Workaday
grind
16 Beast
20 Culture

medium
21 Pismire

23 Affirmative
action?
24 Skilled
25 Out of

27

boo"",
·~ida·

composer
53 Rocks
54 'Chipped in

29 Period 01

decline

31 Blue shades 55 - Moines

56 Garden plot

35 Fillies'
mothers

37 No purebred 57 ... and what
may grow
38 Reached
there
41 1950s DJ's

to

11

t7

19

stack

4J Festive

-

44 Belligerem
deity
'5 - - .

47 Hoarder 01 a

"'"

49 Wipe out
52 Biblical
verb suffix

,

stone

DOWN
1 Gree t the
villain
2.. Boom.llmes
3 Knocking

""'"

4 Smile
5 Blotch
6 Procession
7 October

34 Pigs' digs

8 Drench
9 Orange

21
22

36 Walking on
air

variety
Summarize
Put forth
Curie
discovery
Man with a
van
Keep talking
Ullramodemist

38 Slared
39
40

42
45
46

24 Wood-

26
28
30
32
33

shaping tool
Grayish-red
Grates
Roscoe

48
50
51

ope!1-mouthed
Speak from
the soapbox
Georgia and
Cal
Remove wool
Spiked club
Cube-maker
Rubik
Eve,
originall y
Wrlness
Mag. staffElfS

Kids (SI.)
Greek vowel

Weekly SUDOKU
8

,.

8

2

8

3

2

8

4

5

7

9

8 3

9

2, 6

--'-11_,i~

7

6

1

4

9

5
6

1

7

4

1

5

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each raw across, each co lumn down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK:

*

* Moderate * * Challenging
*** HOO BOY!
102008 King Features Synd. , Inc.

•
Find the answers to this week's
crossword puzzle and Sudoku at

•

nn

LIBRA
(Sept . 23 to Oct. 22)
,......, YOU might feel com.l. L fortable In your fam~
iar surroundings, but It
might be time to venture into
something new. There ~ a
challenge out there that's just
right lor you.

rn..

3

9

VIRGO
(Aug. 23 Sept. 22)
8e sure you know
the facts before you
II.,\' assume someone is
holding back on your
project. Try to open your mind
before you give someone a
piece of it.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 2] t o Nov, 2t )
Your love of things
that are new geu
a big boost as you
encounter a situation Ihal
opens up new and eXCi ting
vistas. How far you go with it
depends o~ you.

by Linda Thistle

.'

LEO
I~
UI 2] to Aug. 22)
Your
achievements
are admirable as you
dose out the month
WIth a roar. Now you can treat
yourself to some weU-earned
time off for fun WIth family or
friends. (Or bothl)

SAGITIARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Oec. 21)
~ ' " That recent work)< - place shih might not
seem to be paYIng
off as you expected, but be
patient. There are changes
coming that could make a big
dlHerence.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
WhUe fM can match
the Goat'S fiscal WiZardry, you still need
to be wary in your dealings.
There might be a problem you
should know about sooner
ra ther th an later.

'P

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 1!)
""""" Easy does It when it
~ comes to love and
all the other good
things in life. 00 not try to
force them 10 develop on your
schedule. Best to let it happen
naturally.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Man;h 20)
A surprise dedsion by
someone you trust
causes some stormy
momenu, but a frank. discusSion explains everythIng and
helps save a cherished relationship.

~

BORN THIS WEEK:
Sometimes you forgel to take
care of yourself because you
are so busy caring for others,
but you would not have it any
other way.

-
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Everything you've ever wanted to kno abo t S x nd
much more! Get the an
0 all
n.

-~

WITH
Host of Talk Sex, a frequent guest on Late Show with
David Letterman and an 8-time COCA Speaker of the Year.
.

•

Thursday, January 31
8PM
JC Penney. Building
Room 101
.

Questions? Call UPB 314-516 ~5531
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